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Hall: "The problem is, we didn't win"
Broncos drop ninth straight to Idaho; students· incensed about early ticket sell outs ... again
By lody Howard
The University News
..•~'"e..
Wide Receiver Sheldon Forehand (80) cradles a pass from QB,Mike Virden as he
goes across the goal line for the Broncos. Game details on page 14.
Five percent turn out in ASBSU elections
IJYLisa Krepel
The UniverSIty News
ASBSU elections once again
brought out fewer than five percent
of full-time students to VOle.A total
of 402 votes were cast for the eight
availablesenator-at-largepositions.
VOle totals for candidates were
Wes Garvin 58. Gretchen Warthen
40. Lou Esposito 38. Grant Roy 37.
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Eve Costello 36. Melinda Davidson
34. Tom Kinsey 32, Stacey Mitchell
32,ShariDodge31.JohnDecker31
and Robert Waldron 23. Results
were provided by the ASBSU of-
fice.
All incumbents running were re-
elected, with the exception of
Waldron.
"I look forward to working with
the new senators. Itwill be nice to
work without the divisiveness of
two of our outgoing senators," said
ASBSU President Eric Love.
Warthen said the results of the
election show where students stand
on the issues.
"Contrary to what President Keiser
says, students do care about safety.
The students have spoken. and from
their vole it is clear that safety is a
concern," Warthen said.
Warthen said she looks forward to
working with a senate committed
to security concerns.
"As was evident by the candidate
profiles in the University News. my
fellow senators are dedicated to
working on safety here at BSU.
, Theyallindicaledthatsafetywould
bea top priority. and I'm excited to
start working with them." Warthen
said.
"I'm fairly happy with the elec-
tion results. I'm disappointed Rob-
ert Waldron wasn't elected. He has
a lot of progressive ideas and he's
very fair." Davidson said. "On the
whole. though, it looks like~iS\vill
be a kinder and gentler senate,"
Davidson said.
Love expressed concern over the
low percentage of voters that turned
out for the election.
"I'm extremely disappointed in
the voter turnout I think the candi-
dates could have campaigned more
and perhaps the ASBSU election
board needs to work on informing
students." Love said.
The election was not without con-
troversy. Election board officials
asked Garvin to stop handing out
campaign materials by polling
places. ASBSU election code pro-
hibits campaigning closer than 100
yards from the booths.
The ASBSU judiciary was also
asked to rule on the legality of
several candidates pooling their
funds for group campaigning. The
judiciary allowed the group of
Costello, Dodge. Davidson,
Esposito. Warthen and Waldron to
work together.
Roy was warned by the election
board to remove references to beer
from his posters and fliers after
complaints were made. Advertis-
ing alcohol is prohibited by the
election code as well as university
policy.
As of press time no sanctions had
been imposed on the candidates for
violations of election rules.
Last week BSU students ran a double risk of not getting the tickets they
felt entitled to, first with the BSU-UI football game, and second with The
Crucible. a joint production of the theatre arts department and the Idaho
Shakespeare Festival. .
Tickets for the football game went on sale at 8 a.m. Monday in the SUB
and sold out by I p.m. the same day. "We were jammed," said SUB
Business Manager Barry Burbank. "We had a line all the way around the
rec center. about 325 people,"
As students gathered in disbelief to gawk at the "sold out" signs, Burbank
explained that to give students first priority in seating would be OK if they
filled the stadium. But "from a ticket manager's viewpoint it's a tightrope.
In the past, there's been some apathy, so the stadium goes empty,"
"If the student section sold out for every game, we could clearly
demonstrate a demand for tickets, " he said.
Varsity Center Ticket Manager Bill Richards said. "This is very typical
for when we play Idaho," Stating that ticket policies are fair, Richards said
students have 5,100 seats in a facility that seats 23,000. ifloo additional
folding chairs are added at the top of the stadium. "The reserve seats were
sold out byLabor Day,"
.: Tickets for standing-roam-only seats in the south end zone wenton sale
to 8Jleviale some of the overflow.
A n~w studentticketpolicy attempted by the theatre department for The
. Crudble staled that students could only pick up free tickets the day before
the performance. Unfortunately, tickets were selling out at a rate which
would make itiritpossible for students to get any tickets the day before.
"We've never had a situation like this." said Theatre Chair Sieve Buss.
Realizing last Monday that student tickets were in serious jeopardy. the
department pulled large blocks of tickets for Saturday and Sunday night
performances for students only. However, Buss said. "Quite a few
students paid full price for a' ticket to ensure themselves a seat"
Full price for an advance ticket was a hefty $11.
Buss acknowledged the difficulty for those who are required to attend a
play for a course. "Students feel threatened when they can't get in to fulfill
Tickets Cont'd on Page 20
STD s on the rise at Boise
By [ody Howard
The University News
Cases of gonorrhea and chlamydia. two sexually transmitted diseases
with similar symptoms. are on the rise in the Boise area. according to
Central District Health Dept.ts Ann Davis, R.N •• supervisor for the
SID/AIDS and Family Planning Programs.
"Although the year-to-date totals are lower, we are seeing an increase
in gonorrhea from 37 reported cases in the April-June quarter to 48
reported cases in July-Sept. ... said Davis. "That's the first time in over
a year we'veseen an increase,"
Chlamydia statistics shot up from 1.681 cases at this time last year to
2.233 cases as of Oct. 30.
The alarming statistics suggest a much bigger problem than the
consequences of gonorrhea and chlamydia, which are serious enough.
"Any increase in gonorrhea means that people are practicing unsafe sex.
and that means that there may be an increase in AIDS." said Faith Miller.
State Bureau of Preventive Medicine.
This year in Idaho. as of Oct. 30. 39 new people tested positive for the
Hlv, or human immunodeficiency virus, which causes AIDS. Sixteen
of those cases come from Boise and the surrounding area. "Nationwide.
we have an increase in syphilis, mv and everything else." said Davis.
The prime danger gonorrhea and chlamydia present to men and women
are the long-term effects if the disease goes undetected.
Gonorrhea potentially causes sterility and/or blindness; it can also
attack the brain. heart and cause crippling in joints and other areas. For
men, urination can become a difficulty. For women. it can lead to .
chronic abdominal pain and pelvic inflammatory disease, a painful and
expensive problem which of len requires hospitalization. PIDcan also
cause an inability to have children.
Chlamydia causes sterility as well. with a variety of complications
similar to gonorrhea, for men and women. Newborn babies passing
through an infected mother's birth canal risk pneumonia. which is
deadly in many cases. plus eye. ear and respiratory infections.
A major problem in detecting these diseases is the lack of symptoms
or the fact that the symptoms go away. but the disease remains. About
STD Cont'd on Page 20
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ogy.
If you'd like to be a mechanic,
you could train in auto mechanics,
heavy-duty diesel mechanics, agri-
cultural equipment technology or
industrial mechanics.
There also are openings in the
business and office education and
culinary arts programs.
Classes begin soon for the nine-,
11- and 18- month programs. Call
the College of Technology at 385-
1431 to fmd out how easy itis to get
started in one of these programs.
Associateships
Sought by National
ResearchCouncil· for
Seniors and Graduates
no later than Jan. 15,1991 (Dec. 15
1990 for NA~A), April 15 and Aug:
15,1991. Initial awards will be an.
nounced in March and April-July
and Nov. for the two later compeu.
tions-followed by awards to alter-
nate candidates later.
Information on specific research
opportunities and participating fed-
~rallabora,?ries, as well asapplica,
uon materials, may be obtained
from:
The Associateship Programs
Office of Scientific and Engi-
neering Personnel
National Research Council
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418
Center for
Management
Development
Offers
Programs
Workshops m accounting and fi-
nance, managementskills and basic
leadership skills for supervisors will
be offered in Dec. by BSU's Center
for Management Development
(CMD).
"How to Design and Write a
Marketing Plan" seminar is $95
and will be held from 8:30 a.m.-
4:30 p.m, Dec. 1.
"Stock and Stock Option Evalu-
ation" seminar is $95 and will be
held from 8:30a.m. -4:30p.m. Dec .
8.
Two seminars in basic leadership
skills for supervisors are offered in
Dec. Each seminar is $45 and will
be held from 7-10 p.m.
"Dealing with Employee Com-
plaints"· will be held Dec. 4.
All programs are also available
for in-house presentation at your
orgamzanon. For a compJete1ist~
ing of in-house programs or. for
more information on the profes-
sional development programs call
the CMD at 385-3861.
Mexico Trip Offered strategy.
For more information on these
classes and registration call the BSU
admissions office at 385-1156.BSU's Outdoor Adventure Pro-
gram is offering a Christmas break
excursion to San Carlos, Mexico,
leaving Dec. 28 and returning to
Boise Jan.· 6. A pre-trip meeting
will be held Dec. 12. .
The vacation offers snorkeling
and scuba diving in 72 degree wa-
ter, excellent ocean fishing, wild-
life watching and sightseeing.
Cost for the excursion is $250 for
full time students and $295 for the
public. The cost includes transpor-
tation by bus and lodging. Regis-
tration is in room 209 of the Human
Performance Center (old gym) on
the BSU campus.
For more information call 385-
1951.
Applications are being sought
for senior and postdoctoral research
associateships. The National Re-
search Council announces the 1991
Resident, Cooperative, and
Postdoctoral Research
Associateship Programs for re-
search in the sciences and engineer-
ing to be conducted on behalf of 30
. federal agencies or research institu-
tions whose 115 participation reo
search laboratories are located
throughout the U.S. The programs
provide opportunities for Ph.D. sci-
entists and engineers of unusual
promise and ability to perform re-
search on problems largely of their
own choosing yet compatible with
the research mterests of the spon-
soring laboratory. Initiated in 1954,
the Associateship Programs have
contributed to the career develop-
ment of over 7,000 scientists rang-
ing from recent Ph.D. recipients to
distinguished senior scientists.
Approximately 450 new full-time
Associateships will be awarded in:
chemistry; earth and atmospheric
sciences; engineering and applied
sciences; biological, health, and
behavioral sciences and biotech-
nology: mathematics; space and
planetary sciences; and physics.
Most of the programs are open to
both U.S. and non-U.S. nationals
and to both recent Ph.D. degree
recipients and senior investigators.
Awards are made for one or two
years, renewable to a maximum of .
three years; senior applicants who
have held the doctorate at least five
years may request a shorter period.
Annual stipends for recent Ph.D.'s
for the 1991 program range from
$27,150 to $42,000, depending
upon the sponsoring laboratory .and
will be appropriately higher for se-
nior Associates.
Financial support is provided for
allowable relocation expenses and
for limited professional travel dur-
ing duration of the award. The host
laboratory provides the Associate
. with programmatic assistance in-
cluding facilities, support services,
necessary equipment and travel
necessary for the conduct of the
approved research program.
Application to the National Re-
search Council must be postmarked
BSU Education
Professor Virgil Young
revises Idaho textbook
TheStoryof/daho, a textbook used
by thousands of Gem State school
children, is now bigger and better in
honor of the state's Centennial.
Author Virgil M. Young, a BSU
education professor, has updated
the book's content, revised the car-
tography, added more illustrations
and presented new classroom ac-
tivities for teachers.
Since its introduction in 1977 the
book has become a standard text for
history, geography, ethnography
and traditions in social studies
classes throughout the state. More
than 20,000 copies have been sold.
For more information contact
Young at 385-3602.
Ballet, Vietnam and
Conflict Management
Highlight Special
Courses
Ballet, Vietnam and conflict
management are among the special
courses being offered atBSU for
the spring 1991 semesterbeginning
Jan. 14.
Fred and Marla Hansen will teach
an intermediate ballet technique
class 10:40-11 :55 a.m. every Tues.
and Thurs. Vietnam will be studied
in the context of its history over the
past 200 years, 7-10 p.m, every
Wed. Lewis Bernstein will lead
this three-credit history class.
Janet Mills will lead a course
introducing students to theoretical
and practical perspectives on con-
flict management practices 6:30-
9:30 p.m. every Mon. The public
affairs course is designed to iden-
tify and develop conflict manage-
ment skills and examine the role of
third party meditation.
The principles and techniques of
urban and regional planning will be
taught 6:30-9:30 p.m. every Tues.
by Sheri Freemuth and Dale
Rosebrock. This public affairs
course will examine the Idaho lo-
cal Planning Act and other land use
regulations, emphasizing the rela-
tionship between planning and the
environment.
Persons with an eye on interna-
tional business careers may want to
study global business development,
with Jim Kosglow 7-10 p.m. every
Tues. The course covers the stages
many firms encounter as they en-
gage in international business, and
focuses on exporting as a key entry
Mock Interviews
offered for
Graduates
Graduating students who are in-
terested in improving their inter-
viewing skills have the opportunity
to sign-up for a mock-interview
session, Trained staff are available
to provide interview training/prac-
tice using a simulated interview
. session.
The purpose of a mock interview
session is to provide students the
opportunity to prepare for future
job interviews. The session consists
of a video taping of the interview 10
allow for playback and critique of
the students interview skills.
To sign-up for a mock interview
session please contact the Career
Planning and Placement Office in
room 123 of the Administration
Building or call 385-174.7.
Vo-Tech Program has
Openings
EAP Orientations
Meetings Planned
BSU will be offering two Em-
ployee Assistance Programs orien-
tations meetings for all employees
who have not had the opportunity to
attend in the past.
Mr. John Roberts, Business Psy-
chology Associates, will present a
one hour program which will pro-
vide you with detailed information
regarding the EAPbenefiL TheEAP
is a free, confidential counseling
program for all employees and their
immediate family members. Coun-
seling sessions cover such topics as
family issues, emotional stress,
substance abuse, legal problems or
work related problems.
Please join John in learning about
this important benefit at either the
9:00 a.m, or 3:30 p.m. sessions in
room 217 in the Simplot Micron
Technology Center on Mon., Nov.
19.
If you need further information,
please feel free to call our depart-
ment at extension 385-1616.
~...r..~
SUB ·Construction
RequestEnroll now and by January youcould begin training for a new ca-
reer in a vocational-technical pro-
gram offered through BSU's Col-
lege of Technology.
Are you interested in the world of
high technology? Enroll in busi-
ness systems and computer repair,
drafting, electronics service tech-
nology or manufacturing technol-
Because of the current construc-
tion of the SUB and limited shelf
space in the Bookstore, we will be
clearing the shelves early of fall
semester textbooks. In order to set
shelves for spring semester books
we will have to clear our shelves of
all fall books by the end of Nov.
Please purchase all textbooks
needed for finals before Dec. I. We
will try to accommodate students
needs after this date however, it will
take a couple of days to get text-
books into their hands.
Thank you for your assistance in
this matter.
Think of the six women
closestto you. lLDOEStfUA VUO COST you ~QIiEY
The Idaho Humane Society needs volunteers
ALL year 'round. A few hours a week could
mean the difference between life and death
to a wonderful and loving animal.
Besides your time, The Idaho Humane Society could
also use old blankets. It's close to winter time
and a nice warm blanket could help a cold and lonely
animal feel better while waiting for a new owner.
Donations of newspapers to line cages, old towels to
bathe and dry animals and food are all very welcome
The Idaho Humane Society is a non-profit
organization that has absolutely no federal, state
or local funding. The Idaho Humane Society ,
survives because of donations from citizens like youl
And, remember, it doesn't have to cost you moneyl
Now gtless
which one will be raped
this year;
A·..IENTION-em-
STAMP
COLLECTORS
New To Boise
umu~
One 0111 of six college women will be sexually assaulted this year.
Bul you can change the odd5 of il happening. Simply by trying 10
IIYOid situations thalleaYe you or your friends vulnerable.
IU staI1ers, follow security measures. Don' prop residence hall
doon open. Walk with a friend after dark. And be aware thai date
rape is a maior problem on college campuses. With many of these
rapes inWiViDi drinking.
Then share these fal:Is with six or your friends. And maybe lIOIlC
ofthcm will become another statistic.
CONTACT
The Idaho Humane Society
4833 Dorman Street '
Boise, Idaho 83705
Phone
342-3508o c:..s.o.....,._
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Raymond talks foreign policy with top Soviets
By Loren Petty
The University News
"Probably one of the most
rewarding intellectual experi-
ences of my career to sit down
with top level foreign policy
makers in the Soviet Union and
find out how they really
thought... ..
This is how BSU's Political
Science Chair Dr. Gregory
Raymond described his recent
trip to the Soviet Union.
A contingent of seven acade-
micians from the United States
was invited to the Soviet Union
under the sponsorship of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences.
Soviet interest in the Ameri-
can scholars came about as a
result of a conference held last
year at Rutgers University.
The conference examined the
reasons why the United States
and the Soviet Union has not
gone to war despite all the hos-
tility which has existed between
the two countries since 1945.
"The question emerged be-
cause it is rare historically to
find great powers so hostile who
have not gone to war," said
Raymond. The conference re-
sulted in a published volume
titled "The Long Post-War
Peace".
This work sparked the interest
of Soviet officials. The Ameri-
cans were invited to attend and
present papers at conferences in
Moscow and Leningrad on the
subject of international security
in the post-cold war world.
.' A book featuring chapters by
American and Soviet scholars
will be published based on the
Oct. conference tWed, "From
Rivalry to Cooperalion; Soviet
and American Perspectives on
the Post-Cold War Era."
This conference, said
Raymond, in tum has prompted
another conference which will
hopefully be held next year in
Stockholm Sweden. The
Stockholm conference will in-
volve scholars from the U.S.,
Soviet Union, and European na-
tions. It will focus on scholarly
attempts to provide answers to
future peace efforts.
Raymond
described
the experi-
ence as a
"great real-
ity check
for both of
us." He got
a chance to
speak with
Soviet aca-
demicians, ~
high-rank-
ing Soviet
foreign policy offi-
cials and members
of the Communist
Party's Central
Committee. They discussed the' eminent loss of superpower sta-
Soviet and United States per- tus for the Soviet state. "Keep in
spectives on events occurring mind that the Russian Republic
since 1945. by itself is a superpower .... It
As far as the current situation will still be a military super-
in the Soviet Union Raymond power, and in fact many of them
said it is anybody's guess what suggest that it will be an eco-
the future will bring. He de- nomically more viable state. If
scribed two distinctly different you have a combination that in-
schools of thought among Soviet eludes the Russian Republic, the
officials regarding future gov- Ukrainian Republic, and some
ernment. One group favors more others, but not all of the repub-
rapid reforms and is aligned with lies as presently constituted."
the views of the Russian Re- "What I found was an unbe-
public President Boris Yeltsin. lievable amount of pessimism,
Another group is worried about particularly about the economy."
apparent chaos brought on by Soviet people, Raymond said,
the reform process and favors an were extremely gloomy about
orderly, slow-paced reform pro- the future of the Soviet economy .
cess. Raymond said there was "I was asked by a number of
no support among the people he, people, How long do you think it
spoke with for a return to hard- will-take us to solve our eco-
line communism nor a right- nomic problems? I had no idea
wing dictatorship. ....---.....:.-,...-------------:-------:--:--:-----:-----:----
"I use the term Soviet Union
guardedly, because a number of
people suggested that within two
years you will see a different
country with a different name." but. .. I thought ten years. Al-
Raymond predicted a somewhat most uniformly people would
smallerSovietUnionwhichmay laugh and say fifty.
grant autonomy to some of its "That's a pessimistic attitude
republics and maintain a "loose that I did not notice before."
confederate" relationship with Raymond said Moscow has se-
, other republics. vere food shortages and de-
He cautioned against regard- scribed Muscovites as worried
ing ,such about the oncoming winter and
changes. harboring tremendous animos-
as an ity towards Gorbachev.
In contrast, Raymond said the
Soviets held an unrealistic view
of the U.S. They characterized
this country as a tremendous
military and economic power.
He said they seemed to be un-
aware of our current problems
regarding the deficit, the Savings
and Loan catastrophe and the
budget crisis.
At the time of his visit Soviet
opinions had not crystallized on
the gulf crisis, he said.
He said there was general
agreement that the conflict is the
first test of the post-cold war
world. The biggest worry of the
Soviets is that the United States
will take unilateral action against
Saddam Hussein without the
benefit of United Nations spon-
sorship. They also made it clear
that action without the backing
of the U.N. Security Council will
create bad repercussions in the
area.
Apparently glasnost and
perestroika has brought about
some rather dramatic changes.
One positive change Raymond
spoke of was the large number
of independent newspapers in
Moscow and Leningrad which
were ''unbelievably critical, and
apparently widely read." One
somewhat disturbing change was
the sighting by Raymond of a
line outside the Moscow
"What I found was an unbeliev-
able amount of pessism, particu-
larly about the economy ... I was
asked by a number of people, How
long do you think it will take us
(Soviets) to solve our economic
problems? I had no idea but I
thoughtten years. Almost uniformly
people would laugh and say fifty."
McDonald's that stretched for a
whole city block. He asked
people why they were waiting
and the response was, "The
quality of the food is so good."
In a more negative tone,
Raymond said the lines for goods
in Moscow seemed to be longer
than before and the people
seemed more tense. He heard of
food shortages and food not
getting to market because of the
decaying infrastructure. He was
told that going out to eat on the
spur of the moment was impos-
sible. The procedure for dining
out now entails making reserva-
tions at least one to two days in
advance.
Glasnost has allowed protest
activity at a level previously
unheard of in the Soviet Union.
During his visitRaymond saw a
cardboard shanty town erected
outside of Red Square as a pro-
test against the crumbling
economy. .
He described it as a Soviet ver-
sion of "Hooverville", the resi-
dences of homeless Americans
during the great depression
which were named after Presi-
dent Hoover.
This spring the annual Frank
Church Public Affairs confer-
ence will be on the subject of
political and economic change
in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union. Dr. Raymond has invited
two of the top foreign policy
analysts from the Soviet Union
as well as one of the top analysts
in Poland to speak at the con-
ference.
"I think we are in for a real
special experience at this next
Frank Church conference. " said
Raymond.
THE 1STANNUAL
SUB-ATHLETIC TRIATHEWN
December 2, 12:30 am-4:00am
SATURDAY NIGHT TO SUNDAY MORNING
Only open to BSU students. It's ~REE!!!
WHAT IT IS? ".,
Teams of two competing Inexciting events for fabulous prizes
HUMAN BOWLING
FRISBEE GOLF
TRICYCLE RACE
WHYSHOULDYOUCARE?
GRAND PRIZE
WEEKEND FOR TWO IN McCALL
2 Nights Hotel McCall
breakfast included
Dinner for two
1st night: Lardo's Bar and Grill
2nd night: The Sportsman
Day passes at Brundage Mtn.'
Big Four Farewell Graffiti Wall
Celebrate your freedom of expression with paintl
and
Free Pool Free Bowllng
HOW TO ENTER?
MUST BE SPONSORED BY A RECOGNIZED STUDENT CLUB AND ORGANIZATION.
(10) TEN AMERICAN, DOLLARS (2) TWO PERSON TEAMS
~_"'I Registration & Entry Free must by received in the!-..,. .....~
Student Activities Office by Nov. 24, 1990
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: DOMINO·S PIZZA '.:;~! BRONCO SPECIAL :'~:
:. SMALL ONE ITEM 3+~ :.
PIZZA .
• CALL US! :
: le1989 OPT. 345-5551 •
"'Ourdrivers 2162 Broadway •
• carrt less 343-5995 •
• • than 20.00. 1013 Vista
• •• <II> Boise Idaho. I••••••••••••••••••••••
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RSBSU
'Spotlight
by Shawn Rudkin
ASBSU Insurance Advocate
Special to The University News
Attention all
full-time BSU
students!
The existing
insurance
policy of BSU
will be up for
bid soon. This
provides us
with an opportunity to make any
changes and revisions that will be
more beneficial. Because the in-
surance plan is provided as a service
to you, the students, we want to hear
your opinions of the existing policy
and any changes you would like to
see happen. Please call Shawn
Rudkin at 385-3863 or Denora
Keyar at 385-4063. Also, legisla-
tive session is approaching and
~SBSU is now accepting applica-
tions for two student lobbyist. For
more information call 385-1440 or
stop by the SUB Annex 2.
The University
News
wants to hear from
you!
Express your
opinion
Write
a
letter
to
the
Editor
You can mail the letters di-
rectly to The University News
at 1910 University Drive,
Boise, 10, 83725, or hand de-
liver it to our office at 1603
1/2 University Drive.
The University News
even played on the stage and on the
screen, for this is The Young Man
(or Young Woman) Going Off to
the Big City.
Consult any study of the urbaniz-
Scene: A front porch of a farm ' ing of America and you will find
house. Wood steps lead down to this small drama fitted among the
a tidy yard. Flowers grow in statistics which document our na-
orderly rows along a path lead- tional flight from the farms to the
ing toward a dusty road that goes cities. As recently as a century ago
to the horizon. On the porch, only 28 percent of us lived in urban
one hand on a railing, the other areas: by 1920 over 50 percent of
holding a pan of some veg- Americans had left the farms. Cur-
etables, is a woman. Standing rently over 70 percent of us live in
in the tidy yard is a young man, the Big City, and by the
about twenty years of age: he end of the century 90
holds a coat in one hand and a percent of Americans
suitease in the other. Thewoman will be urbanized, six
speaks. out of ten persons liv-
WOMAN: "You be sure and ing in metropolitan ar- '
write, you hear?" easofmore than a mil- .. --------- ...
YOUNG MAN: "Don't you lion population. The
worrynone,Ma.I'lldropacard America which is vanishing is the
right off." farm-and-town America; we have
The young man gives a nervous packed our suitcases and gone to
, wave; hefts the suitcase, 'and "the City. .
steps off down the road. What this means is that University
This scene, maybe composed students need to learn how to live in
with less sentimental artifice, the Big City along with learning
played over and over as a typical how to use a computer and how to
American scene through most pre-register. So here are a few tips
of the last century, all through to help you get along in the City
several Great Wars, and still until you can get a full course,
packs them in. Similar scenes Practice avoiding eye-contact.
by Dr. Lonnie Willis
Professor of English
The University News
Any city dweller considers other
city dwellers to be either animals or
nonexistent Looking another per-
son in the eye, therefore, will em-
phasize your humanity and force
them to grant your existence. Their
only recourse will be to shoot you.
Learn to play a musical instru-
ment. In the city there will be nu-
merous sites where you will be in-
vitedto perform. Say, for-example,
you know three or four chords on
the guitar. You will be able to get
up a gig On subway platforms, in
under-
ground
cross-
walks,
on side-
walks
n ear
any
public fountain. Carry fifty cents in
loose change to "seed" your guitar
case.
Become aware of traffic signals.
On citystreets both carsandhumans
coexist peacefully. Electric signals
in red, green and yellow help keep
the peace. Example: yellow lights
tell humans when to cross in front
This Week
"The City"
by Dr. Andrew Schoedinger
Associate Professor of Philosophy
The University News
Have you ever thought that a city
is tantamount to an anthill? The
comparison is brought into focus
when flying into one. First you see
the core of the city - the center of the
mound with all its high-rise build-
ings. Then you notice the freeways
• the busy and often overcrowded
avenues into and out of the core.
Lastly, tying all that hustle and bustle
together are the suburbs surround-
ing the downtown area. When put
into cosmic perspective, there really
doesn't seem to be much difference
between a city and an anthill. What
I find interesting about this com-
parison is just how humbling it can
be, namely that we as human beings
may be no different than ants.
Viewed in such a manner we are
automatically thrown into the midst
of an existential crisis;' Itwe are no
different than ants, then what is the
meaning, nay, the valueoflife? We
think nothing of squashing an ant,
Some of us actually rather enjoy
doing that. God can't save us here
since we can only admit that cosmi-
cally weare as insignificant as ants.
To the Editor:
In editing a BSU News Services Dear Editor,
press release regarding thepubli- I have had just about enough of the
cation of Lisa Day Carroll's new damn abortion issue. Repeatedly
cold-drillbook, TheABCHateBook the argument surfaces, "if she
(the" release published in your 12 wouldo 't have gotten herself in the
Nov. issue), you have done a dis- position in ihefirstplace .." Pardon
service to BSU students involved ' my naive ignorance, but does it not
To the Editor:
I can no longer keep my silence.
Dan Stieneke's weekly anti-
abortion ravings are more than
any sane person can stand. I have
a proposition for you, Dan. On
theday thatyouareable to become
pregnant, whether you want to be
or not, are able to carry a baby for
what is sometimes a miserable
nine months, then show that you
can survive the struggle of birth
(which, I remind you, no one of
your sex has managed to do), and
fmally to devote the next twenty
years of your life to caring for a
child that you dido't really want
but dido't have the heart to give
up for adoption, then, and only
then, will you have the right to
offer an informed opinion on the
matter. Until then, why don't
you give us a break? We're get-
ting sick of hearing it!
Kathy Oppedyk
female editors or any-self pro-
claimed enlightened male editors
saw that article and let it pass as is,
they ought to flog themselves. The
article was cliche and blatantly of-
fensive. It recommends that Uni-
versity News editors fabricate news
in dozens of ways, to "trap" people, :
Your apology sickened me. IIi
response to questioning, Sen.
Osterloh said, " I might have
screwed up, but I did not say Nigger
Lover." If he did not say those
"things" why did he apologize. It
does not take a mathematician to
sum up what he meant Your article
also recommends your inability to
perform under pressure.
I hope you will never print such
sexist and racist trash again.
SimonAkpa
To the Editor:
As a black student, I was ap-
palled, aghastand insulted by your
article entitled "We were caught
off-guard?" (Nov. 12). If any
Continued on page 6
with the production of the ABC
book.
The News Services release noted
the book was "bound by students in
a book arts course under the in-
struction of BSU English professor
TomTrusky." TheUniversityNews
altered this to read that the book
was "bound by English professor
Tom Trusky."
It is true, of course, that I'm an
incredibly hard-workin' kinda guy,
and that binding 1,000 books is not
beyond my idea of a good time.
However, in this instance, I was
assisted by my students Tom Angel,
Tom Bennick, Kurt Caswell, Terry
Clark, Peggy GuiIes,NeldaHubler,
Barbara Joseph, Louise McBride
and Kathleen O'Brien.
Faithfully,
Tom Trusky, Professor
Dept, of English
take two to lambada: sperm and
egg? Male and female? xy and xx?
There have yet to be any attempt to
place any legal responsibility in the
hands of sperm, male, orxy. Until
they can legislate to legally bind a
man to the sperm, I can see no
justification in binding a woman
legally to the egg. Case closed.
Tamara Spencer
Back from the Alps
Advice from a Second- Year
Graduate Student .'Jr'
In this article I am hoping ~ex-
pose you to infonnation which can
make a significant difference in your
life, if you apply it correctly. You
will want to pay close attention to
details and do some follow up worle
on your own. I am taking pains to
be sure the infonnation I am trans-
mitting to you is accurate and docu-
mented. However, each person is
unique.
All tIiemarvelous functions which
our brains perform, from thinking,
are largely dependent on the levels
and balance of our mentors (that is,
parents, professors and peers, etc.),
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Whatisthepurposeoflife? Does
ananthaveapurposeinitsbeing?
Perhaps. But the only one I can
discover is that of scurrying into
and out of the anthill which is
only momentary. In this down-
to-earth way, what possible pur-
pose could there be in human
existence? Granted, we do a great
deal of scurrying into and out of
our respective humanhills, that
is, the city. But as in the case of
ants, this is momentary. Did the
possibility ever occur to you that
the only purpose you have in life
is just that momentary and no
more? That certainly is a possi-
bility and one that is quite hum-
bling to be sure. Think about it
for a minute. Your purpose in
life is no different than that of an
ant, mundane and without any
intrinsic value. You are only
going through the motions. There
is no such thing as doing God's
work on earth. That is a myth.
And when you die it is essentiaiiy
no different than an ant's life
being squished away. With that
sobering thought I bid you adieu.
Bon appetite et laissez les
bontemps route",
One thing I wish to mention here
is that it is highly advisable to fmd
a professor who is knowledge-
able and open minded in respect
to this changing world. You may
have to shop around for one as
your advisor, because some pro-
fessors are stuck in the Bronze
Age and refuse to believe any-
thing which goes against what
they were, and are, being taught
A good professor can make
your experimentation efficient,
safe arid fun. A close minded,
tight sphincter one like Assistant
Professor John Freemuth will
simply tell you that ..... this crap
won't worle,justfollow my advise
and everything will be okay." You
are ultimately responsible for your
future, so take the time to know
what you are doing and find a
competent professor who knows
how to communicate with stu-
-dents. Take the time to do it right
and think for yourself. It is the
only brain you have!
Mayall beings attain their desire.
SimonAkpa
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by Rhonda Clements
The University News
Nominated by Micheal Jones,
a graduate student in the biology
department, "Hot Prof' Dr. Jim
Munger, was described as a dy-
namite ecologist who has tre-
mendous insight into ecological
problems. Munger is a teacher
who empowers students to learn
and encourages thoughtfulness
and individual pursuit, as well as
being an active participate in the
community who has involved
himself with the university's re-
cycling program.
Munger for the last two and
one-half years has brought inci-
sive thinking and tremendous
insight into ecological problems
into the classroom here at Boise
State. When asked about his
teaching methods and goals for
his students he responded with
his two major goals. " I try to
excite students by telling outra-
geous stories that slap them in
the face and bring information
that sometimes seems non-ap-
plicable to life, into a realm of
famUiarit)' :' Munger went on to
say how most science areas are
like learning entirely new . lan-
guages, and that it's important to
fJliis weei;
'Dr.Jim
9vfunger
bring concepts that normally seem
like isolated facts into a realm that
relates to the real world.
Munger's ultimate goal has al-
ways been to teach at a university
and he now enjoys his time here at
Boise State because he not only
enjoys sharing his knowledge with
students, but also has the opportu-
((I tru to e'{.cite
.students by teffirtB
outr{ljjUJUSstones
that slap-.them in tlieface a;na brinjJ infor-
mauon thaf some-
times seems non-
app{icabfe to aft,
wua a rearm Of
fami{iarity.
nity to pursue his own research in-
terests.
Of the many courses and projects
Munger in involved in, zoology and
biological statistics are two courses
he teaches, which are pretty intense
classes for those who don't plan to
make these areas their main areas of .
study. Yet,asstudentswemustdive
into the world of science at some
point in our academic careers.
Munger suggests biology as a
pursuit for an area three require-
ment not only because biology
tends to apply to everyday life,
but that most find it a challeng-
ing class that really brings about
a lot of awareness of how the
machinery in the inner body
works. .
Dr. Jim Munger, a new profes-
sor to Boise State, has undoubt-
edly earned the respect of his
peers as well as his students. His
dedication to his work is quickly
shown through the hours spent in
the Classroom as well as outside
the classroom, and though his
overwhelming willingness to be
available for students who need
extra help sessions or just his
openness as an advisor who is
willing to listen to students goals
and desires.
Experience a class. with
Munger, a teacher who is sure to
bring laughter and relative 'life
experience into the world of sci-
ence. Ifthe subject itself does not
hold your interest, his love for
his work will be sure to draw
upon your curiosity level.
Dr. Willis
continued. from page 5
of the cJ!!~.,A friend of mine when
to a big city and was about to cross
a street when the light flashed "Don't
Walk;" he stepped quickly back
onto the curb. A city person on the
curb remarked, "If it said, '•••• ,'
would you?" So take care; the
dignity you save may be your own.
Stay sensitive to language. Justas
people on farms and in small towns
have a specialized language, so do
city people. On the farm one might
hear someone say, "Jake, ya'lliet
them goats down before breakfast,
hear." AnexampleofplainEnglish.
In cities, however, there are new
dimensions to language which the
newcomer has to grow sensitive to.
City people will use sign language,
even body language. You will see
people gesture toward you with an .
erect middle tinger; sometimes you
see a person (often a male) grab
their crotch. Both of these signs
mean, "Welcome to the city, good
buddy."
Get an image. The city is just the
place to learn who you really are.
Or, better yet, it is the place to
become the person you always
wanted to be. Back in the small
town you had to be the person the
community wanted you to be most
likely an obedient, submissive, and by Casey Swendig
docile good citizen dressed off-the- Special to The Umversity News
rack at Sears. Now is your chance!
Whip your hair into a crazy new During the state board of educa-
tion meeting in Pocatello on Nov.
"do," shop for some fashionably 15 I had my first experience with
worn clothing at Salvation Army, JohnKeiser,BSU'spresidenL What
and paint some of yourself. Get a a neat guy.
person who has actually done some Not only does President Keiser
of the kinky stuff you only dreamed fail to represent BSU in a profes-
about and take a guided tour. AI- sional manner but he seems to com-
pletely lack intelligence as well.
ways remember: nobody who WheneverUIPresidentElisabeth
knows you is gonna see you. Zinser h.ad something to say, Presi-
And even if they do, the only real . d~nt Keiser saw ~t to share a giggle
reason to go to the Big City is to WIth LCSCPresldent Lee Vickers
shake everybody up, anyway. or leave the table.
ASBSU Sen. Gretchen Warthen
and I were on the agenda to make a
pr~ntation about campus safety.
Keiser appeared bored. All the un i-
versity presidents and the state board
members present were excited about
what we had to say. The presidents
oflSU and UI expressed support for
statewide campus security con-
cerned and suggested ways to help.
Keiser seemed defensive and para-
noid.
Following our presentation I gave
Sexual Harassment: How to
recognize it , how to stop it
by Betty Hecker
Special to The University News
sion to unwanted sexual attention is
made~ conditi!,n for getting a grade,
for being admitted to or involved in
a university sponsored program or
activity, for getting or keeping a
job, and/or when a student's educa-
tional experience is adversely af-
fected. Sexual harassment does not
have a place in the educational set-
ting or the work environment
Most often, women are harassed
by men who exert power over them
either in school oron the job. How~
ever, either men or women may be
harassed by another person of the
same sex and women do harass men.
When a person (often a man) is iii a
position of power, such as a teacher
or employer, others (particularly
women) may be coerced or feel
forced to submit. Women may be-
lieve that if they ignore the problem
it will go away. In fact, the situation
could continue or even get worse.
If you feel that you are being ha-
rassed, you may want to seek help.
Ifyou want help, contact the Affir-
mati ve Action Director in room 307
of the Business Building, telephone
385-1979. You may decide to file a
formal griev-
ance. The griev-
ance proce-
dure is de-
signed to help
maintain con-
fidentiality
and seeks to
protect the
parties in-
volved. A
con~e;rslit1onH
with'the Amr- ~~"
mative Action
Director does
not commit you
Sexual harassment is defined as
unwelcome sexual advances, re-
quests for sexual favors, and other
verbal or physical conduct of a
sexual nature. Sexual harassment
is against university policy as well
as a violation of state and federal
laws when it interferes with your
study or work, when acceptance or
rejection of sex affects your status
as a student or employees, or work,
when acceptance or rejection of sex
affects your status as a student or
employee, or when submission to
sexual advances is a condition of
your education or employment.
Examples of sexual harassment in-
clude: pressure for sexual activity
either subtle or overt; unwanted
brushes or touches; physical touch-
ing including pinching and patting;
sexual innuendos, verbal sexual
abuse disguised as humor, obscene
gestures, and derogatory· remarks
made about one based upon sex. It
is very important to remember that
unwelcome is
a very impor-
tant compo-
nent ·'rof the
definition of
sexual harass-
ment It. ishow
the individual
who is on the
receiving end
of remarks,
jokes and
physical con-
tact feels that
determines if
the actions are
harassing or
noL
BSU has a formal policy against
sexual harassment. The purpose of
this policy is to maintain a harass-
ment free environment for all mem-
bers of the academic community.
This policy defines sexual harass-
ment as occurring when submis-
For the
educational
environment to be
open and equitable
sexual harassment
must be
stopped.
to further action.
Sexual harassment has the effect
of undermining the atmosphere of
trust and respect which the educa-
tional process depends upon. For
the educational environment to be
open and equitable sexual harass-
ment must be stopped.
Keiser leaves bitter taste at state
board of education meeting
a note to Keiser suggesting that it
was possible that students don't re-
port rapes at BSU because thay get
the impression that the administra-
tion doesn't care.
I thought I was going to be as-
saulted.
When I told Keiser I personally
knew more than one BSU student
that had been sexually assaulted, he
demanded their names. As I re-
fused to participate in the further
victimization of these women, I did
not give Keiser their names.
Keiser said I "didn't have the guts"
to give him names.
Obviously sensitivity to victims is
not one of Keiser's strong points.
"The administration can't do any-
thing about date rape. It's out of our
hands," Keiser said.
The word "education" creeps into
m~ m~d. Isn't the purpose of a
umve~lty to make us better people
and ~se our awareness of prob-
!emslik~rape? Ican'timaginewhat
ISmore important in the mission of
a university than this type of educa-
tion. Just what is yoiii' doctorate in
Mr. Keiser? '-;. .,
"BSU is the safest campus in the
northwest and I dare you to prove
me wrong," Keiser said. He main-
tains that the one rape that was
reported a BSU last year was the
only one that happened.
Come on, John, where did you get
your facts?
According to the Associated Press,
Boise ranks 19 in the nation in rape
increases over the past year. That
makes me feel pretty safe. I'm sure
the students at BSU must feel safe,
too. With national statistics saying
thatone of every six college women
will be raped this year, your indif-
ferenceand insensitivity are not only
insulting but dangerous. Ignoring
the problem will not make it go
away. ,
Actions, not words, Mr. Keiser.
Prove to me that. you care. Do
something'to help instead of arg~-
ing about statistics. Even ifBSU IS
the "safest university in the North-
. west," improvemnt can alway~ be
made. Every violent crime agamst
a student deserves your concern.
Every rape is one rape toomany.
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Berlin Wall collapses in front of Bankhead's eyes
By Donna A. Bankhead grassy median strips and shady
Special to the University News trees led to historical landmarks,
shopping districts and churches
May 1989. used only as tourist attractions.
Ipressed the picture page of my One cold almost forget that the
passport against the rolled-up, ' citizens of East Berlin were the
darkly tinted window of the Ford hostages of their government. But
Club Wagon and glanced around the soldiers and policemen still
to see that everyone else in the van stood on the comers, watching,
was doing the same. always watching. The hidden
The guard slowly circled the van, cameras, which weren't really
stopping at every window to cup hidden at all, peered out from their
his hands around his eyes and peer perches on the sides of buildings,
through the smoky glass. He com- silent warnings to the people they
pared faces to passport pictures, scrutinized.
looking back and forth between The Brandenburg Gate loomed
the two until he was satisfied that ahead. Once the centerpiece of a
the pictures and faces matched. He major thoroughfare through pre-
wrote disinterestedly on a pocket- war Berlin, it now stood alone in
sized pad as he studied each pass- anasphaltno man's land.cordoned
port, then he sauntered to the front off by iron fences on the east side
of the van to copy the license plate and the wall on the west. Only
number. He worked at the pace of policemen and guards were per-
a plumber being paid by the hour. mitted into the deserted area.
Begrudgingly, he stepped back, West Berlin, with all its bright
pressed a red button on the guard lights and modem buildings, was
building wall to raise the barrier easily visible behind the
blocking the street, and waved the Brandenburg Gate. Freedom was
van through. We crossed the bor- only a few hundred yards away but
der into East Berlin. at the same time was totally inac-
The buildings near the border cessible to the East Berliners.
.crossing were deserted, dingy and Sept. 1990.
gray. Many had bullet holes, Dora Williamson, my mother,
unrepaired reminders of World walked out of her hotel room in
War II,scarring their facades. Po- West Berlin, and into the misty fall
licemen and border guards stood moming. She was armed with her
on every comer, rifles flung over umbrella, a map, a pair of good
their shoulders, always alert, al- walking shoes and a fluency in
ways watching.
Away from the border crossing,
EaStBerlinmorecloselyresembled
a typical city than an armed camp.
Wide, multi-laned streets with
If College Left You
in Debt Maybe the
Army Can Help
If you've gone to college on a
National Direct Student Loan,
Guaranteed Student Loan, or any
federally insured student loan
approved by the Department of
Education, repayment can be
earned by enlisting in the Army.
One third of the loan is repaid
for each year of Army service
served. This program is open to
nearly all Army skills.
Joining the Army can pay you
big dividends. Not only financially.
but by gaining work experience
in skills you want. call
37S-7CXFt for inforrnatio
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE
German. Consulting her map, she
set out to find the Brandenburg
Gate. She wandered in the rain for
awhile, having difficulty getting
her bearings since her primary
landmark, the Wall, no longer ex-
isted. She finally found the
Brandenburg Gate but it was not
what she remembered from her
and left the structure dangerously
weakened. '
Mom left the Brandenburg Gate
and started walking. There were
no soldiers on street comers, no
cameros staring out from building
walls. Western European cars--
Volvos, Mercedes' and Citroens-
- shared the streets and vied for
parking spaces with the tiny East
German ladies. She
walked toward the area
marked on her map as
Checkpoint Charlie, the
famous border crossing.
Once a quagmire with
cars slowly inching
through the border cross-
ing, thestreetnow bustled
with activity. Traffic flowed
smoothly and swiftly, no longer
impeded by road barriers and ce-
ment blocks strategically placed
to prevent escapes. Mom walked
across the border without ever
taking her passport from her purse.
Although the reunification of
Germany was not yet official,
Berlin was already acting like an
undivided city.
Mom walked to the area where
the wall had stood for so many
years. Ithad vanished,leavingonly
a few chunks of gray-white cement
here and there to testify to its ex-
istence. She bent down to take a
handful of the chunks, some with
red and while paint on them, and
•I wisfi for j!ie r-ity of 'Ber-
Cin t!ie very b7jght~t 'qf Iu-
tures: f}Jut I Wit? a£7Ifpys
chens.fi my memortes OJ tts
past.
pre-
cious visit to Berlin several years
before. The winged angel with its
chariot and horses no longer over-
looked the city from its vantage
point atop the monument. The
towering edifice was enshrouded
with scaffolding, and construction
workers replaced the guards and
police as the only people permitted
into the immediate area. Iron gates
no longer cordoned off the street
leading to the Brandenburg Gate;
instead, it was blocked by saw-
horses and signs warning of immi-
nent danger is one ventured too
closely. Too many merry-makers
in those frenzied days when the
Wall came down had climbed to
the top of the Brandenburg Gate
slipped them into her pocket. A
few feet away, an enterprising ven-
doroffered aUlhemicatedchunksof
the Berlin wall for sale.
Oct. 1990.
Germany is reunited. Millions in
the world rejoice, thousands pro-
lest. Mom and Isit somewhere in
between,
We have both lived in Germany,
Mom for three years in the '60s and
I for six years in the '80s. The
foremost feeling we share are dis-
belief and apprehension. Disbelief
that such major changes in a coun-
try we know so well could occur so
quickly. Apprehension that uniting
two very different cultures will spur
major complications and conflicts.
And then there's a tiny, selfish
part in me that. feels a twinge of
disap'pointment. I realize the
reumfication of Germany, and thus
Berlin, means the end of a way of
life that separated families and
made rivals of countrymen. But it
also means the end of a way of life
that made Berlin so very unique in
the world. The very landmark that
imprisoned and separated the
people of Berlin, the Wall, also
contributed to the excitement and
adventure of the city.
I wish for the city of Berlin the
very brightest of futures. But Iwill
always cherish my memories of its
past.
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
Career Night
Friday, November 30 6 P.M.
The Lookout-BSU SUB
A panel' of prominent professionals
speak on career opportunities in
advertising ranging from creativity
to marketing, includes an open
question and answer forum.
CASH IN ON GOODGRADES.
Ifyou're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.
I
ABMYBOTC
mSMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
AND Our MORE, CONTACT
MAJOR JOSEPH CARLSON AT 385-3500
Traveling Wilburys Hot With Vol. 3
DWight Yoakam Breaks New Ground
Music' Review
By Mike Corbett
The University News
Along with the approach of the
holiday season comes the age ~Id
question of what to get that special
someone for Christmas. Aside from
the perennial favorites of love or
money. a surefire hit is the gift of
music and this year the record
companies are stocking the shelves
with new releases in an attempt to
win your shopping dollar. Two
new releases that are worthy of your
attention are The Travelling
Wilbury's Vol. 3 and Dwight
Yoakam's lfThere Was A Way.
From the opening punch of"She's
My Baby". the first track on the
Travelling Wilbury' snewest effort.
it's plain to hear that the boys are
back in full swing with more o[ that
great Wi\\)ury music. Dy\an. Petty.
Harrison, and Lynne have done it
again with the same spirit and
tongue-in-cheek humor that made
their Grammy winning debut such
an instant smash and made fans out
of a whole new generation of music
lovers.
The album. produced by Spike and
Clayton Wilbury (aka Jeff Lynne
and George Harrison) serves up II
songs that will give fans of each of
these veteran rockers something to
smile about Everything is here.
and each of their
talents are used to
good effect.
Dylan's trade-
mark harmonica
and vocals
(which at times
resemble Elmer
Fudd). Harrison' s
slide guitar and
sitar. Lynne's
mastery with ar-
ranging harmo-
nies and strings
(remember
E.L.O.?). and
Petty's enthusi-
astic Dylanesque
vocals gives each of these songs an
instant hummability and a guaran-
tee o[ extensive airplay.
Thoilgh no one takes a back seat to
anyone else, the presence of Dylan
is strongly felt on Vol. 3, particu-
larly since he handles a majority of
the lead vocals. "If You Belonged
To Me" is reminiscent of Dylan
classics of 20 years ago. but at the
same time it has a distinct Wilbury
sound. In "Inside Out" and "The
Skip the Duets
With Emmylou ...
Music Review a good natured foot-stomper that it
By Lisa Krepel inspired pseudo waltzing by our
The University News . entertainment and assistant copy
editors.
Emmylou Harris' Duet album is "That Lovin' You Feelin' Again"
only for the most desperate of with Roy Orbison would have been
country fans. While a couple of the better without the Emmylou half of
songs are fairly palatable. I would the duel But just as a good song
only recommend purchasing the with John Denver is nearly impos-
album ifit is found in a99centrack. sible, a bad song
"Wild Montana Skies" with John with Roy Orbison
Denver is theworstofthecollection. is difficult to make.
I liked it lots-not. Do I need to The version of
elaborate on why a song written and "We Believe in
performed with John Denver is Happy Endings"
awful? Didn't think so. with Earl Thomas
"Gulf Coast Highway" could have Conley is not par-
been good, but it was performed ticularly great. but
with Willie Nelson. Enough said. the song is worth
Gram Parsons joins Emmylou in listening to despite
an insultingly poorversion of "Love the lukewarm per-
Hurts." This IS the worst cover of fonnance.
this classic tune I've ever heard- Onbalance.Deerr
but then again I haven't heard the isjustnotworththe
Leo Sayer version. Regardless. it is time or expense.
insipid and totally emotionless. So Unless. that is. you
in short it gets a thumbs down on the listen exclusively to
Krepel music enjoyment rating country music,
system. your husband/wife
On a lighter, and thank the God- justleftyouforyour
dess more musically pleasing note. best friend and
"Green Pastures" with Ricky Skaggs you're planning on
and Dolly Parton is very enjoyable. drinking enough
The basic guitar chord-strumming beerand whiskey to
on one and three is vintage country.' drown the entire audience at the
"Evangeline",perfonned with The BSU-Idaho game. Then you might
Band.i.s a fun, semi-Cajun dance .want to have Duets on hand. ]u~t
tune in a circular three. This is such don't drive while you're listening.
Devil's Been Busy" the boys try
their hand at environmentalism to
good effect In "You Took My
Breath Away" each Wilbury sings a
tribute verse to their fallen brother.
RoyOrbison, who died in Dec. 1988
shortly after the rel~of ther~t
Wilbury album. This album IS
dedicated to Orbison.
Dwight Yoakam. that tight-jeaned
two stepper from Kentucky. is back
from the streets of Bakersfield and
ready to turn it on, turn it up. and
turn itloose on his newest album,!!
ThereWasA Way. Produced by Pete
Anderson. the man behind Mich-
Yoakam breaks new ground with
If There Was A Way. On "Send A
Message To My Heart" he sings a
duet with fellow Kentuckian Patty
Loveless and the re-
sult is certain country
gold. Yoakam also
shares songwriting
credits with "King Of
The Road" fame Roger
Miller and contempo-
rary hit maker Kostas.
In fact. Kostas wrote
the first release from
the album. "Tum ItOn,
Turn It Up. Turn Me
Loose".
One can hear many
of the influences that
haveforgedYoakam's
sound on this album.
Strains of Buck
Owens, Patsy Cline.
Johnny Ca~h,.,l;lnd
'.' "Elv~ca~.~ tPeCW,p.,J!d,.
ftiil,...,...,.~I\lIIIf,~ draw you mtothe mu-
sic. .
So if you're looking
for some good music.
put these on your
shopping list or-better yet-put
them on your wishing list and maybe
someone will remember you with
the giftof one of these great albums.
elleShocked' s albums.I{fhere Was
A Way offers up a big aggressive
country sound that picks up where
Guitars. Cadillac. Etc. left off.
Yoakam is in
great form
here as he runs
the musical
gamut from
thebluesybam
burner ''Takes
A lotTo Rock
You Baby"(with Anderson adding
some mean slide guitar). to the down
and out hillbilly lament "Sad. Sad
Music:'
The second side begins with the
one authentic "country" tune in the
collection. "Rollin' and Ramblin'"
is that fiddle song required by all
country/western singers to prove
. they haven't forgotten their humble.
ifnotirritating.roots.It'stheGrand
01' Opry piece of the album. and
kind of grows on you after a hst~n
or two. It's a tribute to Hank Wil-
liams, which may explain it's ol~-
timey feel. Still. this kind of muse
grates on me the same w~y that.bad
Metallica can so I know It won t be
a favorite of most.
The title song is a revelation that
extends beyond the boundaries of
this particular album. "Bran~ New
Dance" is a selfless act of trying 10
reach the man she used to know. an
attempt to "start a brand dance ~-
tween old friends:' Here ag~n
Emmylou demonstrates her plain-
tive. subtle style and why she is the
missing niche that fits so per~ectly
into the pantheon of fine ladles of
country.
The album ends with the ballad
"Red. Red Rose ...• the poig~ant.
sorrowful memory of a lost f~end.
emotions gone forever. It IS the
perfect way to end the album.
This is a fine gift f~r a loved one
who enjoys fine music. Nothmg on
it is questionable so you don't have
to worry about that. And Emmxlou
has proven herself time and. tu~e
again: She's a classic and so ISthis
collection of timeless songs.
...But Her Brand New
Dance is Worth a Listen
Music Review
By Cliff Hall
The University News
A fan of her Blue Kentucky Girl
period. from 1978-80. I thought I'd
never tire of the beautiful. classy
Emmylou Harris. But as things
change so did I and I found myself
drawn to other styles. other artists.
I . surely
....,.----, didn'tknow
what to ex-
pect from
her recently
released
Brand New
Darice. She
too went
through a
few changes
(and a dra-
matic hair-
cut) in the
ensuing
years and,
except for
some of her
singles and
the magnifi-
cent album
she did with
Dolly Par-
ton and
Lin d a
Rondstadt, Trio. I missed out on
most of her music.
Brand New Dance is classic
country. Some songs swing. others,
like "Never Be Anyone Else But
You" and the title tune. swing
slowly. pensive and heartfelt, sweet
as a lullaby -. These songs. like her
hymn-like. harrowing rendition of
"To Know Him Is To Love Him" on
Trio, bring back memories from
slower,less impulsive times. I could
listen to them all afternoon.
Blue Kentucky Girl was an album
that inspired me. I remember being
able to put it on and just relax-not
sleep, but my mind could release
whatever was stressing it, Brand
New Dance has the same effect.
I fell for "WI:eels of Love." the
first song. immediately. It's an
upbeat, rolling tune stinging with a
bite of lyrics reminiscent of her
earlier. faster songs. And
Springsteen's "Tougher Than the
Rest", is a great cover of a good
song that, with its tinges of steel
guitar and her exquisite twang,
pleasantly acknowledges its New
Jersey beginnings.
"Sweet Dreams of You" is prob-
ably the album's best song. It
doesn't sound like anything else on
the disc and yet it fits. like all the
songs do. together with the others.
Its beat is infectious. the instruments
solid as a Native American tribal
song. and naturally reminds one of
the Patsy Cline hit from ageneration
ago. Thissongunfortunatelywon'(
beaTop40Countryhitbutitwillbe
remembered by anyone who listens
to the album.
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Big Hit Expected in New Black Shoes
Music Review
By Robert Barnes
The University News
Just two years ago, if it was con-
sidered country and hadn't been
forced upon me during that country-
crossover-Urban Cowboy thing 10
the early '80s, I didn't like it (or at
least wouldn't admit to liking it).
Sure, I knew of Patsy, Dolly, Kenny,
k.d., and the so-called "super
groups" like The Oak Ridge Boys
and The Statlers, but a country fan
I was not In fact, I was a full-time
FM rock OJ when my opinion of
country music began to change.
While at work, I came across an
southern rock chart-toppers while
slipping in an original piece from
time to time. .
· _That way. of life
changed drastically in
1989 with the release of
his debut album Killin'
Time on the RCNBMG
label which, at that
Gavin's press time, was
the best selling album
of the week with its first
single, "A Better Man",
at the top position on the
country singles chart.
Days after reading the
piece, I picked up a
cassette of Killin' Time
· and slipped it into my
car's tape deck. By the
. time I ar-
r i v e d
home I
was al-
ready a
fan. I
liked the
album so
much I
gave my
cassette to
a friend
and invested in the
compact disc, which
contains an extra track,
the very next day. Mil-
lions of country-loving
Americans were obviously falling
for this new voice as well, since in
the next few months theKillin' Time
album went platinum (sales of one
million copies) and racked up a
record-setting five number one
singles. Not bad for a debut album
·.colltaiIling only nine songsl
"Millions of country-loving
Americans were obviously falling
for this new voice as well, since
in the next few months the Killin'
Time album went platinum."
article and interview in The Gavin
Report (the industry's trade maga-
zine) focused on the nation's new-
est musical flnd-a country singer!
songwriter from Houston, Texas
calling himself Clint Black. Ac-
cording to the report, this guy had
been playing solo and with bands in
and around his Texan locale for
years. A fair-time favorite with a
loyal following on the local bar
front, Black paid the bills taking
'requests for popular country.and
:+,:' . _ l' , ',',-,"', ."';' :, ,. - ,.- ,', : _;;,',' :',:: ;-",'"":_c.'. '.":'_~-~'
Now, two weeks old, Black's sec-
ond album, titled Put Yourself In
My Shoes, is following some aw-
This outing, both his voice and
material are stronger and display a
surprising increase in range when
contrasted with
the fust collec-
tion. As with
Killin' Time,
Black has writ-
ten or co-writ-
ten every track
on the album
and supplied
not only the
vocals but gui-
tar and har-
monica assis-
tance, too.
Styles pre-
sented cover
the fast-paced
two-steps, a
Spanish-influ-
enced "The
Gulf of
Mexico," the
obligatory (but
oh-so-neces-
sary) beer-
drinkin' ballad
"A Heart Like
Mine," and
some rather in-
sightful narra-
tives.
The best cut
on the disc,
"The Old
Man," gives us a Black look at a .
xoung man's future, or lack thereof.
'And will I ever be an old man!
With words youngons ponder onl
Will I ever take a lady's hand/And
will I ever be the old man/Who
fmally is too fargone/WiU there
come a day when Ican't stand/Am
fully large footsteps. And anyone
watching Clint's live performance
of the title track during last month's
Country Music Awards telecast (on
which he was awarded another
Male Vocalistof the Year trophy)
knows he has another hot package
on the market, '
Murphey's
Cowboy Songs
a Looney Hit
Music Review
By Lily Looney
The University News
OK country folk, let's say
"Michael Martin Murphey" five
times as fast as you can! Michael
Martin Murphey, Michael Mam
Mury, Miel Mar Mry ... it'sa mouth
full. And there's plenty to say, too,
about Murphey's latest release
Cowboy Songs, a collection of tra-
ditional cowboy music, most of
which are remakes of old-time fa-
vorites.
Murphey started singing cowboy
songs when he was 15 years old.
He'd sing around the campfire at
Sky Ranch in Lewisville, Texas.
Some were songs his parents and
relatives taught him. They were
tunes that cowboys hummed while
on the range. Since then, Murphey
has been called a Cosmic Cowboy,
Urban Cowboy, Outlaw Cowboy
and lots of other names describing
cowboy types. Through it all, since
he was a lad in Texas, he's managed
to live out West and stay on horse-
back.
The first cut from this exceptional
collection, "Cowboy Logic," is one
of only a coup-Ie of tunes that sway
from the trail the album takes.
Written by Don Cook and Chick
Rains, the song is a more modem
mix of geetar and gusto that whim-
sically captures the way cowboys
think-which isn't necessarily
better, but quite different. Guest
singers on this piece are Steve
Gibson, also heard on electric and
acoustic guitars and mandolin,
Curtis Young and Dennis Wilson.
Murphey croons of a cowboy's
loveforhisoldpainthorse,heyodles
a "Whoopee'Ii-Yi- Yogitalonglittle
doggies," and warbles of a woman
who was killed in apool-room flght.
He picks his guitarand sings to the
sweet sound of mandolins, har-
monicas and fiddles. "Tumblin
Tumble Weeds" (a Bob Nolan re-
make), is a popular oldie that you
may recognize as the theme song of
the Sons of the Pioneers.
"Knots in the Devils Tail," is a
fiery, antiquated tale. The story is
about the devil, who was apparently
a tough customer when he went
down to Georgia fora fiddle contest,
but he was no match for two coun-
try boys. Yee Hal Sounds like one
Charlie Daniels sang about the
Devil, Georgia, souls to steal and a
boy and his fiddle. Anyway, the
theme for these numbers comes
ftom a poem originally written in
1917.
"Cowboy Pride," a song penned
by Ian Tyson, is one of the finest
contemporary tunes about the way
cowboys think and that stubborn
pride that sometimes works against
reason.
He sings a soft and tender love
song about a Spanish amore.
"Spanish is A Lovin' Tongue" is
the story of an outlaw cowboy who
got into a gambling debt and had to
say goodbye to his girl. "Traveling
North/her words kept ringing! they
never left me/I could hear her sing-
I gonna live that long." Some pon-
derous thoughts for a youthful
twenty-eight year old.
The first single, "Put Yourself In
My Shoes," kicks off the new al-
bum with a bit less substance than
some of his writings but more than
compensates with an abundance of
energy and a wonderfully confident
vocal. His lyrical delivery races
against the instrumentation until it
practically trips over its own beat,
only to regain Its footing just in time
to jump into a blues-tinged sing-
along chorus. His words then give
way to a nice little harmonica
piece-also provided byMr.Black.
Before the three minute ditty is
complete, listeners will find itdiffi-
cultremaining silent or holding back
a smile.
Other nuggets include the historic
telling of a rebel cowboy dodging
the Civil draft in "The Goodnight-
Loving" (complete with a great
cymbal simulation of a snapping
whip) and the breakneck, country
swing rhythms of "One More Pay-
ment"
With only two weeks of sales, it's
hard to say whether this album will
be as or more successful than his
first, but in terms of entertainment,
diversity of material and perfor-
mance, Put Yourself In My Shoes
more than fills those left by its pre-
decessor.
Ifyou are a country music fan, you
will most definitely want to add this
new release to your collection. If
you're not a fan, buy it anyway.
Clint Black just may make a coun-
try fan out of you. too.
inWPlease don't leave me all alone!
rru amora, mi corazon."
This light-heartedlheavy-hearted
album is a collection of old classics,
some familiar ("Home on the
Range" and "Yellow Rose of
Texas") and some not so familiar
("0 Bury Me Not on the Lone
Prairie" and "When the Work's All
Done This Fall''). Some songs'
origins date back as far as 1661.
Some have an Irish or British style,
some a Spanish flair, and some
originate from rhyme. But all are
truly exceptional.
Murphey's collection is packed
with toe-tapping, clap-your-hands,
stomp-your-feet fun. The album
also exhibits its finer melancholy
moments, giving the listener a
chance to shed a tear or two. While
listening tocampfue-cowboytunes,
you can begin to see the flickeiing
flames of the fire, you can smell the
clean country air, you can envision
the collection of cowboys standing
around the warm fire in their boots
and Stetsons, spillin' tabaccy and
sippin' Oly.
As Michael Martin Murphey so
eloquently puts it: "Givemeagood
steel-string guitar; a good pony,
nights under western stars and a
'home on the range' when I'm too
oldtoride. Onemorerequest: Let's
drop all the words that go in front
(ofcowboy)-frOm now on it's just
COWBOY! And here's to puttin'
"WESTERN" back with the word
"COUNTRY." Mter all,before
there were country songs, there were
cowboy sonjs,"
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Disney's Rescuers Down Under
Total Holiday Entertainment
I
F1lm Review
By Cliff Hall
The University News
Disney's new animated film is a
gem. A sequel to the highly suc-
cessful 1977 film, The Rescuers,
which made more money in France
that year than even Star Wars, The
Rescuers Down Under demon-
strates that the skill and attention to
detail of classic Disney pictures is
still alive.
DownUnderbegins in the outback
of Western Australia. Behind the
credits, to let the audience know
high, narrow precipice, the gigantic
bird, mysteriously roped down fast,
screams in fright. And dim-wined
Cody starts to climb what appears
to bean impossibly treacherous rock
wall to get to her. This moment
brings out unintentional laughter
from the audience. One person
even yelled out "Yeah, right!" when
she saw that there was no reason for
this sudden burst of stupid enthusi-
asm.
We have no idea why he has such
strong suicidal tendencies. Regard-
less, the huge, gold bird is released
by Cody with his lrustypocketknife
and the bird, thankful to be alive,
Wewatch as Cody journeys into the world of na-
ture-where he clearly feels right at home--and,
since wild creatures and children can obviously
communicate easily, hefinds out through the ani-
mal grapevine that an "eagle" is in trouble.
what kind of real trip they're in for, pays him back by taking him for a
we race through the region at an breathtaking flight up and down the
unbelievable rate of speed. We Australian sky.
slow when we meet a waking young Itdoesn 't take long before a wicked
boy who lives alone with his mother poacher kidnaps poor Cody and the
in the middle of nowhere. story really gets going; it's exciting
Cody is blessed with those big 01' and fun.
eyes that are usually seen in Japa- In an extraordinary display of cute
nesecartoons. He also spends quite bits displaying the communication
abitoftimeoutofdoors. Wewatch links between Australia and New
as he journeys into the world of York City, a gallant United Nations
nature-where he clearly feels right of mice is notified and the two most
at home-and, since wild creatures· qualified rescuers, Bemardand Miss
and children can obviously com- Bianca (the voice talents of the re-
municateeasily,hefindsoutthrough turning Bob Newhart and Eva
the animal grapevinethatan "eagle" Gabor), are enlisted to save Cody.
is in trouble. John Candy is hysterical as Wilbur,
The next moment is the only flaw the albatross/pilot who helps trans-
in the film. Trapped on top of a very port the mice to the scene of the
ant bird's
eyrie thou-.
sands 'of
feet above
ground, fly
between the
clouds and
race be-
tween city
skyscrap-
ers-ali to
fantastic ef-
fect. In fact,
so many of
the ani-
mated ef-
fects seem
like the
artist's de-:
cided to
t a k e
chances,
push the
medium
forward.
It's great to
see that they
worked.
In addi-
tion to The
Rescuers
Down Un-
der, thereis
Disney's
version of
The Prince
andPauper starring, among others,
Mickey Mouse (in a double role),
Pluto, Goofy and Donald Duck. I
busted a gut during this 25 minute
short. It's very funny and together
these two films are more than worth
the price of admission.
crime. Candy's
voice is unmis-
takable and fits
the manic bird to
a T; his landing
on a too-short
runway is a high-
light.
Miss Bianca
and Bernard meet
an Aussie,
C ro cod i Ie
Dundee-type of
rogue smitten
with the Hungar-
ian mouse from
New York. He
wrangles a snake,
charms Miss
Bianca and
shows up Ber-
nard in a number
of situations-
much to
Bernard's cha-
grin.
While Cody is
imprisoned by
the poacher and
held in a store
room with some
sad animals who
are "hot" black
market items, a
desert lizard tries
to pick the lock . r
to his cage with his tail and practi-
cally steals the show.
The poacher, an impressively vile
characterization by GeorgeC. Scott,
has a pet lizard, Joanna, that is remi-
niscent of M81eficent's raven from
Sleeping Beauty and Cinderella's
wicked stepmother's cat, Lucifer,
both Disney animation traditions.
Joanna is frightening and danger-
ously quick when it comes to chas-
ing Cody or the mice. Her moment
in the eagle's nest robbing the eggs
is priceless.
Most of the footage is thrilling to
watch. Much mileage is gained
from aerial shots-we enter the gi-
l'...:".·'.',
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Downtown TowneSquareMall Nampa
6TH& Main altha 1-84@
Old Boise Theatrecomplex Franklin
SAVE
$7.00!
COUPON VAUD AT:
Celebrity
Christmas
Albums Soon
on Shelves
By Cliff Radel
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
AppleCollegeInfonnationNetwork
.Mter a decade of new releases
coming out by the handful, Christ-
mas records for 1990 are being is-
sued by the dozens. The volume of
holiday releases and their homey .
themes are fueled jointly by the CD
explosion and a return to the values
of hearth, home and family.
New recordings by such disparate
singers as Dolly Parton, Barry
Manilow, John Denver, Joe Wil-
liams and Patti LaBelle, as well as
set at the wrong speed, giving the
singer tinny tones, the rest of I Still
Believe In Santa Claus finds Andy
Williams in good voice and stretch-
ing out as he sin~s Country ("Blue
Christmas''), Dixieland ("What Are
You Doing New Year's Eve?'') and
John Lennon ("Happy Christmas
(War is Over)") on his first holiday
release in decades.
-Home For Christmas, Dolly
Parton. Columbia. Although she
was not, as some wags insist, the
inspiration for David Lynch's mys-
tenous Twin Peaks, Dolly Parton
"Although she was not, as some wags insist, the
inspirationfor David Lynch's mysterious Twin
Peaks, Dolly Parton finds herself in a mystery
when she goes homefor Christmas. The mystery
is: How could such a smart woman make such a
stupid album?"
"By treating old and new carols as if they were
part of her nightclub act, Patti LaBelle infects This
Christmas with the beat of a drum-machine heart
and the shallow flash of prefab soul. "
Christmas Like A Lullaby puts his
money where his mouth is. As he
demonstrates on "Have Yourself A
Merry Little Christmas;' and his
family greeting card, "Christmas
Like A Lullaby." his Rocky Moun-
tain high tones are still pristine. But,
in contrast to his other holiday
records, "Rocky Mountain Christ-
mas" and "A Christmas Together,"
made in his innocent youth, the
years have added depth and wis-
dom to his vocal interpretations.
-I Still Believe In Santa Claus,
Andy Williams;- Qurb. Another
voice from Christmas past After an
opening cut where the vocal track is
low flash of prefab soul.
-Christmas with Maureen
McGovern, Maureen McGovern.
CBS. The diva of disaster movie
theme songs sings memorable old
carols and forgettable new ones with
a diction that's so pointed it could
poke a hole in the hull of the
Poseidon.
-Christmas Time Down South,
Charlie Daniels. Epic. He has a
beard and a belly. Buthe'snoSanta.
Of the eight new carols Charlie "The
Devil Went Down To Georgia"
Daniels wrote for ChristmasTime
Down South. none has the gift of
song.'
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and wakes up thinking he's an an-
gel. Hogan wrote the screenplay for
the comedy, which co-stars Linda
Kozlowski, his love interest from
the "Dundee" films,
-EdwardScissorhands(Dec.14)
Director Tim Burton's first film
since Batman is a contemporary
Frankenstein tale about a misun-
derstood boy (Kentucky-born teen
idol Johnny Depp) with scissors for
hands. Another former Kentuck-
ian, Tom Cruise, turned down the
role that might mean genuine movie
stardom for Depp, who tried and
missed with Cry-Baby. Also in the
cast are Dianne Wiest and Winona
Ryder.
-i-Havana (Dec. 14) Robert
Redford makes his first screen ap-
pearance since the 1986 "Legal
In MiseryK~bY Bates plays a maniacally devoted
fan who terrorizes a best selling romance writer.
The suspense drama was directed by Rob Reiner,
who enjoyed a substantial success with King's
Stand by Me.
Way We Were, Out of Africa). Lena
Olin (Enemies: A Love Story) pro-
vides the romantic interest, and Alan
Arkin also co-stars.
-Look Who's Talking Too (Dec.
14) Director Amy Hecklering and
stars Kirstie Alley and John Travolta
reteam for the sequel to last year's
comic sleeper about an unwed
mother who falls for the good-na-
tured cabdriver who lent a hand as
her baby was being born.
-Mermaids (Dec. 14) Cher
makes her first film appearance
Prepare Yourself for
Christmas Movie
Season
been a great deal of jockeying with
dates. During the. past month, the
schedule has changed weekly.
Among the more interesting of
this year's switches was the manner
in which two sequels practically
exchanged dates. Paramount's The
Godfather Part III was moved from
Thanksgiving week to Christmas
Day, while Touchstone's Three Men
and a Little Lady-originally an-
nounced as a Christmas movie-
was rescheduled to open Nov. 21.
As is so often the case, the number
of major releases expected to open
between Thanksgiving and Christ-
mas Day has boiled down to an
even dozen. Here then are this year's
Twelve Films of Christmas, with
opening dates that remain subject to
change.
-Misery (Nov. 30) Kathy Bates
has what appears to be a plum role
in this film version of Stephen
King's novel, in which Bates plays
a maniacally devoted fan who ter-
rorizes a bestselling romance writer
(James Caan). The suspense drama
was adapted by William Goldman
(All the President's Men) and di-
rected by Rob Reiner, who enjoyed
a substantial success with King's
Standby Me.
-The Rookie (Dec. 7) Clint
Eastwood directed this odd-couple
buddy-cop action flick, in which he
stars as a weathered veteran teamed
with a volatile young officer, played
by Charlie Sheen. Sonia Braga pro-
vides the menace-sexual and oth-
erwise--as a seductive car thief who
bedevils the pair. Raul Julia and
Lara Flynn Boyle (TV's Twin
Peaks) co-star.
-AlmostanAngel(Dec.14) Paul
Hogan, in his first major screen
outing playing someone other than
Mick"Crocodile" Dundee, stars as
a burglar who gets hit on the head
since winning an Oscar for Moon-
struck in this comedy-drama, based
on the novel by Patty Dann, about
an eccentric divorcee and the two
young daughters she drags from
town to town looking for fulfill-
ment, Bob Hoskins and Winona
Ryder co-star under the direction of
Richard Benjamin (My Favorite
Year). .
.c-The Bonfire of the Vanities
(Dec. 21) Brian De Palma (The
Untouchables)directedTomHanks,
Bruce Willis and Melanie Griffith
in this satirical comedy based on the
Tom Wolfe best seller about a phi-
landering Wall Street broker whose
affair triggers a political crisis in
New York. Playwright Michael
Cristofer (The Shadow Box) did me;
adaptation.
By Roger Fristoe
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College InfonnationNetwork
This year's Christmas menu, cin-
ematically speaking, is uncom-
monly heavy with serious fare and
surprisingly light in sheer escap-
ism. The meatiest dish in this year's
holiday filmic feast promises to be
the somberly imposing The Godfa-
ther Part lll. Three other heavy-
weight Christmas items (The Bon-
fire of the Vanities, Mr. and Mrs.
Bridge and The Russia House) offer
dramatizations of serious novels.
Also included on the holiday
smorgasbord. are romantic drama
(Havana), dark fantasy (Edward
Scissorhands) and suspense with
overtones of horror (Misery). A
couple of Christmas offerings
(Kindergarten Cop and The
Rookie) appear to blend comedy
with action, and one (Mermaids)
mixes humor with sentiment How-
ever, only two outright comedies
(Almost an Angel and Look Who's
. . Talking Too) are on the bill offare.
As always, as the studios attempt
to find the most commercially in-
viting moment to introduce each
new Christmas goodie, there has
In Edward Scissorhands, director Tim Burton's ,-
first film since Batman, a misunderstood boy with
scissors for hands is adopted by a kindly Avon
Lady. Tom Cruise, turned down the role that might
mean genuine movie stardomfor Depp.
--
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Thisbeautiful German Shepherd is named
Sheba. She is 11 months old, housebroken,
very alert and playful. She would be an
excellent companion and watchdog for a
loving owner. Shepherds are very intelligent,
obedient. loyal and affectionate with their
masters. She is in kennel #42 at the Idaho
Humane Society, 4833 Dorman, Boise.
Sheba ond lots of other wonderful pets are available
at the animal shelter.
Hours:M ~F 10:00am to 7:00pm
Sat &Sun 1000am 600 pm
Formore information. call 342-3508 or visit usl
Eagles" in this historical drama set
against the Cuban Revolution and
directed by Sydney Pollack (The
Of
Compilations by new-age, jazz and finds herself in a mystery when she
;,]",;: country artists and ~ flock of CD goes home for Christmas. The mys-
r~l{ reissues from Ella Fitzgerald, Stan tery is: How could such a smart
l...'. .-,~e~W;1~~~~¥Ji~~~~~~··~~·m~t~c~a~~~b~T~.: ols, Even Just In Time For Christ- slack-jawed arrangements (a homey.. ' .. '.' mas, a holiday collection from churchchoirsenselesslyseguesinto>,. rock's customarily rebellious post- a slick studio band), snoozing
modem branch, follows this trend. sidemen.
So, while visions of a Norman Parton's players are on auto pilot
Rockwell Christmas dance in your and cheap treatments worthy of a
head, this holiday record fest be- bad holiday TV show. If this turkey
gins with the newly released carol- was a Christmas gift, it would fly
ing of ... back to the stores on Dec. 26.
-s-Christmas. Memories, Steve -Because It's Christmas, Barry
Wariner. MCA. In 1989, country's Manilow. Arista. Proving he works
Ricky Van Shelton delivered the better with others than alone, the
year's most simple and moving punch line of pop gets in the Christ-
Christmasalbum.In 1990, the honor mas spirit by putting notes to two
goes toanothercountry singer, Steve Johnny Mercer poems (the light "I
Warinor. To warm his Christmas Guess There Ain'tNo Santa Claus"
Memories, Wariner stokes the fife and the tender "When The Meadow
with his straight-forward vocals, Was Bloomin','') and cooing a se-
telling originals ("Our Saviour Is ductive weather forecast, "Baby,
Born" and "On Christmas Mom- It's Cold Outside," with the per-
ing"), spirited playing from the petually sassy K.T. Oslin.
Chieftains ("I Saw Three Ships'') :-This Christmas, Patti LaBelle.
and, the album's gem, a duet of MCA. By treating old ("0 Holy
"God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen" Night'')andnewC'I'mChristmasing
for Wariner's sure tones and Chet With You'') carols as if they were
Atkins' gentle guitar. part of her nightclub act, Patti
-ChristmasLikeALullaby,John LaBelle infects This Christmas in
Denver. Windstar. John Denver stores Dec. 4 with the beat of a
insists he's singing better than ever. drum-machine heart and the shal-
PET THE
Broncos busted
BSU loses to Idaho for ninth straight time
Bv Lily Looney
The University News
The Broncos were shot down by a
fierce and ruthless Vandal mob-
., squadinSaturday'srivalshowdown
that saw a bloodied BSU roll over-
anddie, Idaho, after traveling a long
and winding 300 miles (by busl),
came out onto the Broncos' home
field and won before a sellout crowd
of over 23,000.
. Nonetheless the Broncos' guest.
for the Division l-AA champion-
ship has not yet ended. But their
toughest opposition may be them-
selves.
"It's a tough loss to deal with, it
will hurt, but the season hasn't
ended." coach Skip Hall said. "We
are mature enough to collect our-
selves and respond in a competitive
~y."
"If you 'rea true competitor you're
going to getready for the next game.
Youcan'tsitaroundandpout, throw
a pity party or have a 'woe is me'
syndrome," Hall said. "When you're
down you get back up. Yougetback
up and you go out and compete as
hard and as wellas you can the next
week. Our guys are true competi-
tors and we will be back,"
; , 1st quarter: Sheldon Forehand
gained 18 yards as BSU started its
drive. Idaho scored their first sack
of the game and the first drive ended
unproductively. The Vandals' first yards, broke three tackles and drug
possession saw them fall prey to a up four more on an outstanding
ravenous Bronco defense led by second effort. Thomas was also
Boise State's newest all-time lead- good for the first down. On the next
ing tackler Scott Russell. Idaho's fourpIaystheBroncosaccumulated
first throw was tipped by Russell. 11 yards, negative 11 yards. With
The Vandals gained three in the 10minutes togo the Broncos pulled
hands of Devon Pearce, who would a trick from the magic hat. Junior
go on to gain over 200 yards Mike Black and punt crew took the
rushing, but they too were unable to field. On the fake Black launched a
move their offense. BSU regained beautiful spiral to football fix-it man
possession; Winky White, later Frank Robinson. The Broncos were
named player of the game, pulled in dire need of positive yardage and
one down for 22 big yards and the Robinson answered the call as he
Broncos were on the move. Or so pulled downthe pig skin and set the
they thought. Thomas scraped up 6 house on fire.It seemed too good to
yards on two carries but was short be true, and it was. BSU was pe-
of the first down and BSU put the nalized, again. The call was illegal
ball in the hands of the enemy. The receiver downfield. Idaho gained a
Vandalswereablelogainonlyei~ht purse full of yardage on their next
on their next possession. Junior drive but senior Erik Helgeson
Anthony Brown and Russell proved shattered their plan as he took Nolan
their big 'D' ability as Russell had to the ground for negative4 yards.
two key tackles and Brown knocked The Broncos again were given a
the ball away from a ill receiver. chance to score but were unable to
On their next drive the Broncos do so.With three minutes left in the
collected 15 yards but were still half one of the biggest plays of the
unable to gather points on the board. afternoon graced the Vandal offense
In the nextfourminutes the Vandals as they ate up 32 yards on a key run.
gained 48 yards but the drive was Their next six came on a one yard
penalized heavily on both sides. over-the-top dive by Pearce. Idaho
Idaho's Steve Nolan was sacked boosted its score to 14 and BSU
two consecutive times as linebacker remained scoreless. Again Virden
Tim Langhans and defensive tackle looked toWhile for big yardage and
Shawn Anderson both pounded the he found itas White gained 23 yards
VandalQBtotheturf.TheBroncos on the reception. The Broncos
next possession stayed true to form gained 15 yards on an interference
as it too was completely pointless .. call.AtthetwominutemarkVirden
2nd quarter: Finally, but unfor- connected with wide receiver
tunately for Boise State, the double Forehand and he was good to go the
ought was erased from the distance as he brought down a 15
scoreboard as Pearce bounded 2 yard pass and rushed 31 yards for
yardsfortheTD. The Vandals were the touchdown. Mike Black was
up 7-0 with 13 minutes to go. On good for the extra point and the
Boise State's next possession Tho- Broncos were on the board but still
mas carried the load for the Bron- trailed 14-7.
cos' attempt to score. On a hand-off 3rd quarter: Robinson started the
from Virden, Thomas galloped 9 Broncos off on a high note as he
pulled in an interception. However
the Broncos were unable to take
advantage of the opportunity and
the illoffense was back. BSU gave
the Vandals 5 yards on an off-sides
penalty, Pearce gained 19 yards on
one reception. Robinson busted
through Idaho's line and
dived for Nolan. Sack.
Helgeson made another sack for
minus six and the Vandals attempted
a42 yard field goal. BSU's
Robinson leaped into the air and
blocked the kick, keeping hopealive
on-the Bronco sideline. Virden again
went to White for a quick 24 yard
gain and that was the end of yet
another snappy Bronco offensive
drive. UI's next possession was
equally unimpressive and it was the
Bronco '0' once more. Virden
gained five on the draw and then
found White for 37 last minute
yards. Fourth down quickly returned
and on another field goal fake free
safety Darrin Lyle took the snap
and carried for 7 yards. Virden put
the ball in the trusty hands of junior
Bart Hull who was good for the TD.
Black's PAT was good and the
Broncos tied it upat 14. Let there be
lightl
4th quarter: The Vandals knew
what they needed and they got it. A
fouryard pass towide receiver Chris
TaylorputIdahobackontop20-14.
Neither team scored in the next 10
min. With five minutes to go Pearce
funbled. Boise State's Langhans re-
covered but his effort was in vain as
the offense was stumped. Boise
State got the ball back with three
minutes left but was intercepted a
minute later. ill faltered too and
Boise State had another chance.
White gained 25. on a pass from
Virden but a later attempt was in-
tercepted and the Vandals hung on
to beat the staggered Broncos 20-
14.
--------ImmJ
Broncos ready for
Classic confrontation
I'd like to thank Boise's KTVB
Channel 7 for bringing me the BSU-
UI game. As a current BSU student
and a UI alum. I certainly had an
avid interest in the age old rivalry.
After much soul searching I had
even decided to cheer for BSU.
But my cheering was directed to-
ward my 9" black and white tv set
rather than the Broncos. Although
the availability of cold beer was
better than at the stadium, the thrill
of competition just wasn't the same.
Not to mention the annoyance I
caused my friends and coworkers
by jumping up and down, scream-
ing at the refs and singing both the
Bronco and Vandal fight songs.
As you know if you tried to get
tickets, the student tickets were gone
by 1:00 Monday afternoon. And if
you managed to get guest tickets
you paid $7 rather than the usual $6.
I can understand the huge demand
for seating for this game. I can un-
derstand that even though students
pay $48 every semester for athlet-
ICS, that may not entitle us to attend
every game.
But I can't understand the con-
'tiilu1ng-indifference to .student
concerns on this campus. The lack
of concern about student complaints
over the position of seating and
availability of those seats is an atti-
tude that needs to end.
The following comments should
be obvious, but from the latest
comments from administrators it
apparently needs to be reiterated.
BSU exists to serve and educate
students. Notathletics, nota regional
athletic conference, nct coaches and
athletic directors. Students,
As the daughter of a man who
coached football, basketball, base-
ball and track during his career, I
learned a great appreciation ofteam
spirit and the learning experiences
that can come out of a well run
program. Working as a part of a
team teaches valuable lifetime
skills. But sports are not the only
activities that provide these valu-able lessons. ,----:-----------:'------------------------,A~;:~e~:iti~~:t~~::~a;~~Volleyball' season ends in defeat
such as Young Democrats and
College Republicans and awareness
groups such as the Black Student
Union and the Gay and LesbianAlliance also provide opportunities with the Grizzlies this year with a fifth and final game.
to develop teamwork and dedication each team winning at home. Out- The Boise State comeback was
skills.. standing offensive play was a nee- too little too late as the Grizzlies
The point here is that BSU needs essary ingredient for a Boise State won the right to face the Idaho State
to take a long, hard look ai. its em- win and in the first match it was Bengals in the championship game.
phasis on athletics. In a more sup- •• there. The Boise State women Lastyear'sconferencechampion
portive atmosphere, where all stu- .. - jumped out to an early lead over a Eastern Washington lost to Idaho
dent activities are equally valued, TOURNAMENT ANALYSIS less than brilliant opponent, paint- State in five games, forcing a show-
all students will benefit For ex- ing a bleak future for the Grizzlies. down between the Idaho State
ample, athletes could be encouraged Montana did not get into a smooth Bengals and the Grizzlies.
to support music and theater, and By Jim CoviUon offensive flow and their nervousness The Big Sky Tournament finale
students in thearts would probably The University News was readily apparent. Over the past was held Saturday in Pocatello,
be more excited about cheering on week Montana and bleak futures matching the first two regular sea-
the athletes. Friday night the Boise State vol- became good friends as Grizzly son finalists against each other.
It's time to look beyond gate reo leyball team's season finally came starter Jennifer Moran broke her Idaho State beat Montana in five
ceipts and focus on the quality of to an end as the University of Mon- wrist during a practice. The wrist, games 15-11, 13-15, 15-10, 12-15
experience BSU is providing for tana won the Big Sky Tournament encased in a cast, did not seem to and 15-4. Asa result of their victory
the majority of students. in five games. The scores were 11- hinder her as she had 22 digs and 20 the Bengals will enter the NCAA
So congratulations, Broncos. 15,15-8,15·9,11-15 and 15·7. AI- kills against Boise State. With volleyball tournament.
You've done us proud this season. though the season ended with Boise Moran's help Montana took the Sophomore Yvette Ybarra, who
Bestofluckin the Big Sky playoffs. State finishing third in the regular second and third games. With led the Broncos in digs this year,
I just hope the administration will season as well as the tournament, it Montana up two games to one the was named to the all·tournament
work as hard as the football players was a fantastic season overall giv- Broncos dug in and played hard, as team. She will return next year to a
to win for all BSU students. ing coach DarlenePharmer her fifth fans have seen them do aU season. team that has depth but will miss its
______ --~. L_co_nsec.:::~u:tiv:e::2:0:w~i~n:seas.:.:on:..:.==~F:O:.ur :· .:.:tim=es::B::.:O::i.::se:S:.:ta:..:te::.:fO:U:g:.:ht.:.:p:as:t--=gra=d~U=ta=tm=·=g=se=n=io=r=K=an='GjreeBilnWWald.~ The Broncos split two matches the Grizzlies to force the match mto
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BASKETBALL
Led by sharpshooting Tanoka
. Beard; who had tWi;1'Yepoints in the
first half, the BroncosJumped out in
front 35-29 at the end of the frrst20
minute period.
The Brandt Hagen team, led by
Rimas Kurtinaitis with I3 points.
had a hard time adjusting to the
NCAA officiating and never really
got on track.
"Every time we made a run at
getting ahead the officials would
call a travelling or technical foul on
usandtakeusrightoutofthegame,"
said Uwe Sauer, a guard for the
Brandt Hagen team. Despite their
loss Sauer felt it was the best game
they had played on their first tour of
the United States. Tuesday's loss
put their record at 1·4 against
American teams .:
The Broncos, on the other hand,
were able to remain calm against
the aggressive Brandt Hagen team.
Their aggressive style is typical play
by European squads.
"I think it's an advantage for us to
play aggressive teams," Coach
Bobby Dye said. "They show us we
must protect the ball or they will
take it away from us."
Dye felt good about the way his
team played in their second show-
ing, although he felt there is still
progress to be made.
"We have made some progress but
we have a long way to go to be a real
solid basketball team. Ido believe
we have the potential to be a solid
team," Dye said.
A lot of the potential Dye is refer-
ring to is in the junior college trans-
.fers that are steadily learning the
Bobby Dye system of basketball:
intense, defensive man-to-man
pressure and patient, calculated of-
fense.
Dan Jones, a 6'7" forward/center
GAME ANALYSIS
By Matthew Fritsch
The University News
The Broncos concluded their sec-
ond and final exhibition game by
stifling the Brandt Hagen German
Basketball team 81-66 last Tues-
day, Nov. 13. The Broncos had four
players in double figures for the
second time in this burgeoning sea-
son and played staunch defense,
forcing the German team into 21
turnovers while only relinquishing
thirteen of their own.
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from Seattle, W ashington is quickly
assuming responsibility on thecourt,
BeardsaidofJones' talent, "Dan's
explosive! He's a spark plug that
always has energy. When I come
out of the game and he goes in it's
a big lift to the guys on the co.:nt."
Senior forward Jeff Sanor feels he
needs to work on his mental tough-
ness in order to improve. "Our de-
fense was better but we still had
some bad series," Sanor said. ~ -
The Bro~cos open up their regular
season this Friday at 8:30 p.m. in
the Pavilion against Valparaiso
University in the first round of the
Real Dairy Classic. The other first
round game pits ISU against East-
ern Washington and will be played
before the Bronco game. The
championship and consolation
games will be played on Saturday ....
,------Emm
Division 1-AA playoff
schedule for Big Sky teams
(Boise State.Tdaho and
Nevada-Reno will partici-
pate):
Saturday. Nov, 2-1
Boise State (ranked #9) v.
Northern Iowa Stale (co-
champions or the Gateway
Conference' )
Idaho (ranked ;I (2) \" South-
western \Iissouri Slate (co-
champions or the Gateway
Conference)
Nevada-Reno v. Northeastern
Louisiana (champions or the'
Southwind Conference)
The winner or the Bois,' St.nv-
Northern Iowa State !l;II1I,' \\ III
~o on [() play the win'ner olth,:
carne between Middle
'renn,'sse State (ranked ii I J and
Jackson Slate (ranked II 1:'1),
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Rural sociologist bashes U.S. agriculture system
topfinns (Conagra,Cargill,Tyson food, unlike computers or cars, is
FOods, Honnel etc..) control 69 a necessity and is needed on a
percent of the beef industry, 45 consistent basis. Speculating that
percent of the broiler market and the urban United States possesses
The BSU SQ9iologr.Club spon- 37 percent of the turkey industry perhaps a 10 day food supply, he
sored a lectureby Bill Heffernan in the United States. highlighted thepossibility of food
on the globalization of the food And yet "there is no real compe- shortages in the United States-a
industry held on Nov. 12. tition between red meat and white reality Europeans remember very
Prior to the lecture, Heffernan, a meat-they are all controlled by well from WWII. "It is not at.all
faculty member on the Rural So- the same producers." In short, unrealistic to envision a scenario
ciology Department at the Uni- said Heffernan, "the food system in which it is cheaper to ship in
versity of Missouri in Columbia; is being concentrated from seed food instead of paying the
met with area farmers in Marsing to shelf." American farmer."
in cooperation with the Idaho Duringthe mid-80s farm crisis. With the advent of Perestroika,
Rural Council. After distributing grain elevators constructed in the eastern Europe and Russia-
infonnationheandhisco-workers which have the "ecological base
had gathered on the concentration to go into production"-such a
of agricultural markets' in the '%is is a clianaing sy'Stem. scenario is not difficult to imag-
United States, Heffernan spoke at ZJ ine. The United States is already
length on the farm crisis of the 'We need peopCe to tliinl( .the world's largest importer of
rnid-1980s, stating that "rural aD . 1M a ie pork.
America wasn't able tocope" with out u.. enee peop to During his visit to the United
Reaganomics or theencroachment understand it. .9l.na tliat States in 1988, Soviet President
of "high capital agricultural in- 6eains rialit hereat tfie uni- Mikhail Gorbachev traveled to
dustries." ZJ •v Minneapolis-world headquar-
Citing that the food system is versity. ' ters for both Conagra and
second only to the pharmaceuti- Cargill-and "madecontact" with
cal industry in terms of profits in officials from both corporations.
the United States, Heffernan said '70s byfanner co-opswerebought "Profits taken from rural
that the big agricultural firms are up byConagra at40-50 percent of America will probably be taken to
setting up operations in the third cost. "Corporations own all steps the U.S.S.R. and be invested in
world "where people are willing of production" said Hefferner, Russian enterprises," said
to work for two or three dollars a ''Ten cents of every food dollar Heffernan, "all of which points to
day." goes to Conagra." the possibility of a world food
"What really worries me," said Ten years ago Cargill, another system."
Heffernan, "is that we don't have huge agricultural finn, took "our The Japanese-which Heffernan
to work for as little as the rest of whole poultry systems (the ge- describes as having a much more
world. We need to remember the netic strains, nutrition technology, cooperative approach to doing
the food systems across the world knowledge, buildings) to Thai- what Conagra IS doing-are also
aremerging-in technology, eco- land. Now Thailand is one of the entering the picture. In one year a
nomics, etc., biggest poultry producers in the beef slaughtering plant will soon
"If you look at the 'SOs farmer world. be opened in Lafeyette, Ind. It
you will see that he was lucky to. "It is important to remember," will be owned jointly by
have a 5-6 ~rcent return on his said Heffernan, "that these multi- Mitsubishi and Feruzzi-an Ital-
investment," Heffernan said, nationals are loyal to no country. ianfinn. Purina is now owned by
"whereas the big firms like We've lost our technological ad- British Petrolium.
Conagra realized a 24 percent re- vantage in the world market. The With labor-intensive industries
turn. Over a four year period," whole world system is coming leavingtheUnitedStatesandgiven
said Heffernan, "Conagra will together so rapidly that I think the fact that there is no worldwide
have 11 billion to invest over- we're going to be pitted against enforcement a~ency for environ-
seas." As a result, "the food ser- people in other parts of the world mental legislation (forherbicides,
vice industry is becoming the who are working for what I hope food additives, etc..) theprospects
property of transnational firms." we never have to." for the small rural communities in
According to Dr. Heffernan, the Dr. Heffernan pointed out that America's heartland are becom-~~~--w~~~-""';"';;'~ ~~I1
By T. J. Farley
The University News ''\
Small pockets in America's ru-
ral economy called niche markets
are left behind when corporations
go transnational. Heffernan sug-
gested that local farmers should
.look at these markets and, if pos-
sible, find support from environ-
mentalists, religious groups and
form local food coalitions.
''This isachanging system," said
Heffernan, "we need people to
think about it. We need people to .....
understand it. And that begins
right here at the university."
ing progressively dim.
Heffernan was careful to point
out that anti-trust legislationwould
have worked 10 years ago when
wewere producing for a domestic
market. Now, however, if the big
transnationals find themselves
threatened by litigation "they will
move to Switzerland orMexico or
Canada."
"There is hope," he said, "there
isaneedforgrassrootsunity. High
capital agriculture needs to be
played down in order to empha-
size local agriculture. I think we
should unhook from the global
system."
~t~-* ,,'...
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... :'2ri:.....t• Trying to stretch dollars when
you're computer shopping doesn't mean
you're willing to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider the new, affordable MacintoshQPClassic4!' computer.
It has everything you need-induding a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of
RAM,and a 4O-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is ready
to run, because the system software is already installed: And, thanks to the Macintosh
computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
like everyMacintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications that all
work in the same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to leamirig them all.And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.
The Applelll SuperDrive ~randard equipment with every Macintosh-reads from and
writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, 0512, and Apple ITfloppy disks, which means you can shareinformation with someone who uses a different type of computer. .Macintosh Classic comput... JlU'ChaSed belot. January 1991 i_ system so_ on IIoppy disks: so_Is not instoJ\ld. .
Seethe Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind about cheap roommates. .~!~~E~=~=rr~J£:E===="'~=-~...-;
.\ppk.' intn xlurcs the \tlcil1tosh Chssk. For more information please visit the
Business Building
Room 116
,
•. The power to be your best"
collegiate crossword
~ Edward Julius Collegiate CW8710
Grandmothers
1'\Je ~ot 1'10 c,,'fn'pQ1\'y foY Yo~
Glaa'1t,. 1qS"e~ '/04 to ~oi",
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Philosophers
ACROSS 42 Faux - 10 Puts in a new floor
43 In - (behind in 11 Stern
1 - system payment) 12 Nullify
6 Oisagree with, in 45 Dumbbell 13 Ridicule
law 47 Lubricates 14 Musical group
11 Baseball hall-of- 49 Neighbor of Turkey 19 Miss Williams
famer, - Baker 50 - one's time 22 Former world leader,
13 Reduces in rank 51 Turkish chamber and family
15 Show excessive 52 Snakelike fish 23 Las Vegas hotel
devotion 53 Sidekick (abbr.)· 26 Novelist Franz -
16 Learned 54 Newer film versions 27 Knocks down by
17 Govern 57 One TV show punching·
18 European country 60 Most sarcastic 30 Abbreviation before
(abbr.) " 61 Slanders a date
20 Wallach and Whitney 62 A·roma 32 Dolores Del -
21 Bed support 63 Physician of old 35 Animal tracks
22 Lowest point 36 Certain race horses
24 Fine earth DOWN 37 Muslim
25 Fedora 38 Host arid
26 Large grasshopper i Constructed with 39 Dispatched
28 Zuider - standardized units 40 Offensive, as an
29 Put on a new book 2 Try to equal or odor
cover . surpass 41 - Purchase
31 What Edmund Hillary 3 Issue a new lease 44 Before
conquered. 4 Retirement account 46 Celebrations
33 No -, ands, or 5 Famous king 48 Tree product
buts 6 - Fuehrer 50 Fundamental
34 Here: Fr. 7 Flightless bird 55 Famous doll
35 Gave a conceited 8 Statistical 56 Superlative suffix
smile measures 58 Slangy throw
39 - Delta 9 Put into service 59 "_ nightin9ale ••• u
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NO GIMMICKS·EXTRA IN·
COME NOW! ENVELOPE
STUFFING-$600-$800 every
week-Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc., P.O.
Box #680084, Orlando, FL
32868.
MAVERIK·AII shifts available.
Contact Kathy or Jean.
344-6131.
Looking for a fraternity, so-
rorlty or student organization
that would like to earn $500-
$1000 for a one week on-cam-
pusmarketingproject. Must be
organized and hard working.
CallCynthia or Jeanine at (800)
592-2121 ext. 120.
NOODLES by the mall needs
you. All shifts and hours avail-
able. 134 N. Milwalkee.
HELP WANTED or TRAVEL
Christmas, Spring break, Sum-
merTRAVEL FREE. Air Couri-
ersneededandcruiseship jobs.
Call 1-805-682-iext. F-1434. . ...
NANN· .~
1-800-663- .
East Coast. Airfare paid.
Classic Nannies (1974) Ltd.
ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, construction, fishing,
nurses, teachers, etc. Up to
$7,OOO/month. CALL NOWl
206-748-7544 ext. A-253
ASSE·.:BLER! earn as much
as$980.00weeklyworking part!
full-time for our Company at
home easy work anyone can
do. Call amazing Recorded
Message 1-212-978-3440 24
hrs.
Read Books for pay-$45,OOO
per Annual Income potential.
Call for amazing details 24 hrs.
1-212-978-3835.
THE QUIGMANS . by Buddy Hickerson
Turkeys
\
The University News
Robert spends Thanksgiving at his girlfriend's and
sits next to Uncle Freet He wonders If there Is a
particular reason no one has ever mentioned any
Uncle. Fred before.
Sensitive Types
)Cruise Ship Jobs ~~~~;~tudent (with 'pare~t's
HIRING Men - Women. Summerl help) to buy a 4 bedroom 21/2
TO~~~LI~~~~~C~~~g~~:~~~~EL.b t~ house close. to BSU for
Excellent pay plus FREE trave.I .. Carib~an, m!n1maldown payment. Sale
Hawaii, Bahamas, South PaCifiC, MeXICO. pnce $52,000. Rent three bed-
CALL NOWI Callrefundable. roomsto other studentsto make
1-206·736-0775. Ext •.l:2B5.. the monthly payment .YOU
~'7 ~'7 ~'7 'C'7 'C'7 'C'7 ~'7 COULD I;-IVEFORFREE! This
y y y v Y Y Y opportunity could be yours by. EARN calling Jim or Nancy Bell ERA
City Realty 338-1570 Office,
385-0785 Home.
EXTRA CASH The pamphlet "Fishing Opo. portunltles In Alaska:' Author
wrnt THE PUSH OF A PIN has 6 years experi~n~e in the________ ---. Industry. Get the lnside story
before you leapl Send $6.00
Pulup pDSterswilh applicalion fonns for plus $.95 p.lh. to Far North Re-
VISA, Mastertard and other national search,Box16044,Boise,ldaho
credncardSoncampus.AndeamuplD 83715. M.O. only.
$2 for each respOllS8.lI'sthat easy. Ineed occasslonal rides to and
from Wood River
Call Valley(Ketchum-Hailey area)1·800-950-1037 Ext. 75 Will share expenses. 336-1830
ask for Bryan.
SAVE $100'S OF DOLLARS!!
IncomeTaxes ForNonbusiness
Majors. Save time in your class
schedule for this valuable ex-
perience that everyone needs.
Learn how to prepare your own
taxes and save moneyl
Offered Spring Semester 1991
AC 297-001- T TH 12:15-1:30
PM, Room 8·215
Key topics are: Individual
taxes and small business
taxes.
Instructor is Dean Bigler. He
has 30 years experience with
the IRS. Has held positions of
Chief of Conference, Appeals
Offices, District Technical Ad-
viser, Expert Witness and IRS
Instructor. Also taught many
accounting and tax classes for
BSU.
RESEARCH ....
~rgBst Ubnry of Informltlon In U.S••
all subjects
Order catalog Today with VisalMC or COD
B&BttO~~~314!'P
Or, rush $2.00 to: R"IIrc11lnlormatlon
11322 Idaho Ave. ROO-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
FOR SALE
1959 Ford, Runs, Restorable.
asking $500. Call 342-8593
MUST SELL! SChwinnSierra
Compo Mtn. Bike-all options.
Great Buy $350.00, 1year old.
Also PRE Skis length 185,
2002's Salomon Bindings
$160.00 like new-great condi-
tionl Call 384-9873
WANTED
A reserve parking permit in the
Administration Building parking
lot or the "SOC" parking by the
Math/GeologyBuilding. Please
call 362-1856 eves.
' ..,;~..;-- '. ~. '. ' ~
'n','.jjalr"' •• ISI ", reds' BR
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~OR 'IHE WEEK O~ NOvEMBER 18 1990
BY JOYCEJILLsON t
The upcoming holiday Includes a
delightful round of visits with whom-
ever you can catch up with. Monday is
one of the best travel days of the year,
but irs also a fine time for maklng
intuitive leaps in intellectual searches,
shopping for books and writing
philosophy papers. On Tuesday the
moon enters hard-working Capricorn,
but don't pursue goals too seriously
because a Uranian vibration just loves
to change your plans.
Yes, a little blue mood will
accompany an eclipse of Saturn
Wednesday, but an unpleasant truth
that yoiJ face can be dealt with
realistically. The Thanksgiving holiday
and the sun's entrance into Sagittarius
make a crowded table appropriate.
The weekend is friendly, sexy
(especially Friday) and full of the fun of
making life better for others.
AIUES (March 21-ApriI19). You
can't lose this week, unless you get
carried away with the sound of your
own voice. Everyone at home will see
you as the returning hero. But if you
elect to stay on campus this holiday
week, encounters with interesting
people will tum into real friendships.
Lots of exercise, including team
sports, will help to constructively
channel your abundant energies. Or
you could take apart a car and put it
back together under these skies.
Remember, however, that you are
long on enthusiasm but short on
patience. The weekend is for get-
togethers with old friends or parties
with those in your field of study.
TAURUS (April2O-May 20). While
planetary vibrations are activating your
financial sector, you'll be concerned
with discussing funds, paying back
whoever loaned you a dollar last
application. Face the facts on
Wednesday and realize something
CAN be done to ensure you have what
you need to reach your goals. .
Resourcefulness and faith help you
find a way to make ends meet. During
the weekend, avoid overspending to
impress someone. Your charming self
will be all you need to spark a
response in the one you desire.
GEMINI (May 21-June 21). You're
bursting with energy. Enjoy the
stimulating companionship of
someone, but don't overdo,
overcommit or overlook the family.
Wednesday holds a Iitlle disappoint-
ment, perhaps a friend lets you down
in a money matter. There are
wonderful opportunities to make new
friends and increase understanding
with the ones you already have.
Thanksgiving day is bright and cheery.
Folks from out of town are at your
table. Friday has a particularly
powerful romantic vibration for
Geminis; you might fall in love. Take
time to be with your family next
weekend. Let a new love call you first
CANaR (June 22.July 22). A fiery
moon on Monday helps everything fall
onto place for travelers. You won't
forget anything important and, if
shopping, you'lI find just the right thing.
A love or good friend cheers up your
little blue mood on Tuesday. You've
learned a lot about relationships in the
past two years, and this wisdom will be
applied to create a future of happiness
in love matters. From Thursday on,
what's important is the support of
those who care for you. On Friday, a
family member's health problem or
some other concern gives you a
chance to be really giving. Though
you may feel you need a vacation after
the holiday, you've been an important
help to others.
UO (July 23-Aug. 22). You're
happy, busy, popular this week.
Monday is great for travel or any kind
of sporty fun with the gang or a
younger sibling. A surprise task
Tuesday changes your plans. Those
who've taken assignments home
should settle down to the issues
Wednesday. Be as cooperative as
you can with older family members
who drive you nuts. The weekend is
not to be spent alone; a blind date on
Friday can be a surprise success. Let
friends introduce you to someone they
think you'll like - for once, they may
be right If you're traveling next
Sunday, go very early or late in the
afternoon.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept22).The
planetary emphasis is In your home
sector; ifyou're not there with your
family, chances are you're homesick
and commiserating with others who
are estranged and at loose ends. The
moon is In your creative sector between
Tuesday and Thursday, so enjoy taking
part in preparing a feast From Friday
on, tend to details, study, and pitch In
with chores and repairs. With Mars in
your authority house, some kind of
attention to Mom and Dad is called for,
and you'll hear from them about it if you
forget. Those in a scratchy mood can be
won over with solicitous charm; use it
thickly where applicable.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Monday is
just ideal for traveling, talking by phone
or in person, and writing, writing, writing.
With your Venus ruler in Sagittarius,
yOU'llbe the social butterfly. Over the
holidays, someone new might come into
your life who makes quite an Impression.
Those who are at horne between
Tuesday and Thursday will see the same
old patterns in family relations in a new
light. This is a really terrific weekend,
with lots of get-about energy - you may
even be coaxed into joining some team
sports or going on a bicycle jaunt.
Explore new intellectual territory through
discussions with friends. Accept
invitations.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). If you
must borrow money, Monday is the day.
Ii's also a good day for shopping.
Tuesday through Thursday, the
Capricorn moon has messages for you.
An unhappy sibling confides in you, or
you watch a friend learn a difficult lesson
in reality. Thanksgiving Day with all the
family will be full of talk about family
history. Even if you've heard some of
these storiet, before, a new clue to self-
understanding will be there if you listen.
You might not have enough in your
wallet to get what you want on Friday.
Having friends over will be really
satisfying this weekend. Next Sunday,
take time to reconfirm the ideals and
beliefs that guide you in all on liIe's
decisions.
SAGDTAJUUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).
Monday finds you feeling fine; all the
planetary stimulation you could ask for is
energizing your life. Mars in the house
of your opposite number may have been
playing a Iitde havoc with close relation-
ships, but Venus has just entered your
sign, so take Friday to smooth things out
wi.thyour significant other or best friend.
On Tuesday, avoid spending if you can;
likewise Wednesday and Thursday, but
it'll be easier then. You're getting pretty
good at money management. Short
times don't cramp your style the way
they used to. Expect a terrific weekend
of fun with friends, some of whom you
haven't seen hi ages.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22.Jan. 19). The
moon in your sign through Thursday
.makes for significant moments. It will be
a rather special holiday, which you'll look
back on as having been particularly
instructive. Mature insight will help you
see family members in a new way. Use
tolerance if you feel others are trying to
design your life; your independent spirit
will have the last word, anyway. Friday
and Saturday are good for holiday
shopping and helping friends and family.
There will be plenty of need for your
input into various problems. Get in touch
with friends or siblings next Sunday; finn
up end-of-year holiday plans.
. AQUARIUS (Jan. 2O-Feb. 18). A
Sagittarius moon on Monday is always
great for returning to the friendly fold. In
the middle of all the group fun and
welcoming to-do is where you want to
be. By Wednesday, you've withdrawn a
little and are thinking about what's truly
important to you. Family worries may be
getting you down a Iitde; things at home
are a little different than you'd remem-
bered. Thursday is much more cheerful,
and by Friday you begin to see the light
again. Friday is very romantic; someone
new turns out to be a kindred soul.
Saturday is good for shopping. If you
travel next Sunday, leave early and allow
plenty of extra time.
mCIS (Feb. 19-March 20). An
especially heartwarming moments with a
professor, your dad or an admired older
person starts the week out just right. If a
friend disappoints you Tuesday or
Wednesday, try to be understanding.
Thursday is the time to be as giving as
possible; you'll find this role extremely
rewarding. A loving'atmosphere
continues through the weekend, and
those who are at home will have very
special moments of understanding with
their parents on Friday. The moon goes
into your sign on Saturday, and you have
all the energy needed to prepare for a
return to the grind next week.
Scholarship
Guide
Box of Bucks??
Unless otherwise indicated,
aplication forms are available in the .
Financial Aid Office, Adm. Bldg.,
Rm.117
Departmental scholarship applica-
tions for the '91-'92 school year will
be available in Dec. 1990 and must
be returned by Mar. I, 1991.
Vince Aguirre Memorial Scholar-
shlp- $460
Selection is made by commiuee of
Bogus Basin Rec, Assoc. Selection
based on combination of academic
achievements (2.8 gpa min.) and
involvement in skiing. Must be
presently active in some form of
skiing or working towards career in
ski industry, Deadline: 11/30/90
Pick up and return app. to Financial
Aid Office wI two letters of
recommendation.
The Foundation or the Wall and
CeDing Industry Scholarship -
$500
Deadline: 12-3-90. Submit
application and rating forms and
grade transcripts to: Director.
FOlDldation of the Wall and Ceiling
IndustIy. 1600 Cameron SL
Alexandria, VA 22314-2705
National CouncD or State Garden
Clubs, Inc •• $1,000
Deadline: 12-15-90. Send applica-
tion, grade transcript, fmancial need
form, letters of reference, personal
letter. black and white photo and .
letter of endorsement by state
president to: F. Ruth Thacker, 1215
N. 25th SL Boise.ld. 83702
National Scholarship Trust Fund
Graduate Fellowship. $i,500 •
$3,000
Deadline: 1-10-91. Submit
applicl\tion, grade tr~cript, plan for
study and advanced research and
leiters ofrecommendation. Add'l.
info. and application form may be
obtained from: National Scholarship
Trust Fund Graphic Arts Technical
FOlDldation, 4615 Forbes Ave.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 (412) 621-
6941
MENSA Educational and
Research Foundation Scholarship
• $200 • $1,000
Deadline: 1-31-91 Submit
completed application and essay:
Kevin C. Hess, MENSA Scholarship
Program, 4646 Patton Pl., Boise, Id.
83704-2845
NAWIC Founder'S Scholarship
Foundation· $500 • $1,500
Deadline: 2-1-91. Send application,
academic advisor form and official
gmdetranscriptto: NA~C
FOlDlder's Schol. FOlDldation, 327
South Adams. Fort Worth, TX
76104
Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarshfp
-$2,500
Submit app. form, proof of citizen-
ship and Idaho residency, two letters
of recommendation, verification fo
high school rank, grade transcript
and essay to: Office of State Board
of Education, Len B. Jordan Bldg.
650 W. State SL Boise, Id. 83720
Rocky Mountain Region Annual
Graduate Fellowship for Women -
$2,000
Deadline: 3-1-91. Submit official
transcript, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and 2 copies of applica-
tion, goal description and fmancial
need description to: Marie
Scheaffer, 1605 LaPrele, Laramie,
WY. 82070 (307)745-5394 or
(307)742-8377/work .
Frances Hook Scholarship Fund -
$500 - $2,500
Deadline: 3-1-91 Submit slides and
application to: France Hook Schol.
Fund 191O@W.ColDltIyRdB.
Roseville, MN 55113 (612)636-
6436
National Scholarship Trust· $500
-$1,000
'1f
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Dear Bh
1 am so far behind in schootTliereisnciwayJ\\IiU be caught up in
time~Tworktoo mlUlyhourslUldl'rn~x~~ncfug~verebum-oui
from sChOol. lean 'ttm.(laplacetoUveandhav~ llinitCcicontrol over ...
whatisgoirig onminY life: ..
NoSig .. .
Dear NoSig: / .....•.••••.......••...." '.. . ..... . ......•..•...
Thank you forwritiIlgin, .. ' ...•............' > .. . .....•.•....•.
I amsuretherCar~alo~()fpeoplC/sbldentswhocan elTlpathize with you
•()nthe~suepf:r~~f1g~d insch09.1~ This semester has ·bee;nrstlW.r ..
· chaotic arid rytheri#s$ for manY;iAskar()und, I lII1t~ureyouwill geta
lotofthe $8Jllestorlesfromthcisewhoareinyourclasses. or your'
fIiends.Bul, Lhear you' saying that you feel anxious about more than
just school; Let'li>\afe a closer look.
As far asfeelingbel)ind,~onietirn.esweputpressure on ourselves by
thiIlking of all qtethingsthat~ IObec()lTlple~and because we .
mentally.envision it.allat once, itbecomes·.indlDldatiIlg,. sttessful;. ugly;
and wears us outprysically and mentally and looks like a mountain we
winneverget~th~\()pciforwj11not see the other side. But, there is an
approach you ciln take andtlultis tot8lktoyo\liprofessors andaslc for
. .: extensions,iexpiaifl)'oursituIl1iCln,tak~~.incOlTlpl~~and f~!t~e
· taSk(s) .when~ou.·~lUl.orin~tiJn~1'U°~ .•by)'our·iJlstructor(s);The
egucators·hereonc8f!1V1JSareJ're!tY~ric1ersti\ri4i1lg.()fWhat transpires
in'studenl$'li~~i; ~at1.iclJ1sl'irif.tli~8J'eIl\lIIlr t1ijn~affe<:tingy()ur •.....
······completio~c)f~#el!ari4.ypucaijy~lotC)frewonsibilily;·(Jive·~ ..a
. . try~lthinkYOlJwilirUl4@stQf.th~Ytstr}lCtor$vctY\l~pMlIIld .'.
willing.towork'oVi~ypu; •....•.•..••'.....•...........•...•.•...•'. . .......•..•
Regardillg t!J.eW()r~si~\'lD, istller~8fl.ywayyo\lcan askl/)~ot .....O!k •.•.•.•...
s()lI\lIny.homs,(lr.temfflii#ilyC:!1tbackuninyp~ sch.(j()l task(s)!If~'..' •·.·...' ...•.•
•Ccimpletlld?Hav~Y()lla~~e4Yc)ursup#~l)J'S with this aspect of ..' '..
your .life? Are they~illiJt~t()~()i~\Vi~Y()llolithis? .' ...•...•. '.... ...
And lis far lisrlJldin~lIPl~ t~liY~aridr()u1Ul.YingJiJnitedcontt.ol· ...
~iiJr~.i~.~!iiiji~
.don't fu\veanYJlO\\IeriWt;tlti$f~lirigusuapya~rnPani~qte ...'.'
consequenc~s.lU1d~~~ge$()(~Qfc~oicestllad~bytheself~'Y0uaJ'e
tllecrea\()i.of\Vhllt~llriSpiresinYourJifeandthe reali'Y.tllat is at hand,
ThisclUlreflecl to)'()\IBnopportuni'Y tore'Create. You could poSsibly
be sayingiOyours~lf~''Idon't WlUltto doitthis way/that way again!"-
and go on to prioritiz~organize, make new choices and decisions and
t8keitallone stellata time,oneday~tatime, Ina sbortwhile, believe
it or not, thmgs starltunliIlgBf()l1nd .....hc:r~your life isrnore balanced;
less slressful, andamorel>l~antexpci:rience;
Hilvealoto~fllimiri y~utselfihaty()u cando.this.Xou 'vejust gOltoO
mlpythingsgQjngCln:1I~~~P7.lU\d()fllYY\'l.~.clU\resl(),!~ib XQt)09,~.&1t•• ~r{
experillll~~~antiidY911~~~yto¥jl1i#gs·1¥!tllifor~()I1.,.new, lIJl,d·.· ..·••·.••....•.•.
improvedIH8ngihthere;yol1can~ itllwishyoutllebestl . . .Br···· .. . .. .. . .
Deadline: 3-15-91. Submit tran-
script, letter of recommendation
from your major area advisor,
freshmen need to also submit high
school transcript. National Schol.
Trust Fund, Graphic Arts Tech.
FOIUldation, 4615 Forbes Ave.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 (412)621-
6941
National Federation or the Blind
Scholarship· varles:$2,OOO-
$20,000
Deadline: 3-31-91. Submit
application form, personal statement,
two letters of recommendation, grade
transcript and a letter from a
Fedemtion Officer to:Miss Peggy
Pinder, Chairperson, NaL Fed. Blind
Sch. Comm., 814 4th Ave., Suite
200, Grinnell, IA 50112
ApplegatelJacksonlParks Future
Teacher Scholarship - $1,000
Deadline: 4-30-91. Submit applica-
tion, transcript and essay to:
CEAFU Future Teacher Schol.
Selection Committee c/o Concerned
EducatorS -Against Forced Unionism,
8001 Braddock Rd., Suite 500,
Springfield, VA 22160
Presbyterian Hospital or Dallas
Junior/Senior Scholarship - $2,500
Deadline: None Submit application
two leners of reference, official
transcript and expense statement to:
Coordinator Nurse Recruiunent
Retention Presbyterian Hosp. of
Dallas, 8200 Walnut Hill Ln. Dallas.
TX 75231 (214) 696-7458 Collect
. U.C.T. Retarded Citizens teacher
Scholarship - SUp to $750
Deadline: None. Send application,
brief resume of work experience
with the mentally handicapped and
statement of future educational and
career plans:United Commercial
Travelers Schol. Comm. 623 N. Park
SL Columbus, OH 43215
Gooding County Memorial
Hospital Loan - $500 Loan
Deadline: None. Contact: Michael
Piper, GCM Hospital, 1120 Montana
SL Gooding, Id. 83330 (208)934- ~
4433.
.The UniversityNews
Tickets Cont'd from Front
a class requiremenL We've also
had patrons and faculty who
couldn'tget tickets."
Buss plans to try a different ticket
arrangement for the next produc-
tion, and is requesting faculty to
tmn in exact numbers of students
required to attend performances,
so the department can plan to
accommodate them.
ASBSU Vice President Teri
Kennon expressed disgust, espe-
cially with the athletic
department's ticket policy. "Last
year, they presented us with what
they said was a better seating ar-
~. rangement, but we were only given
achoicetotakeitorleaveiL We've
paid our fees and should be able to
go. It's nice to have community
interest and involvement, but those
are our student players and our
mandatory fees. I feel they're tak-
ing advantage of us."
She called an $11 price for theatre
tickets ridiculous, especially "when
some courses do require you to go."
ASBSU SenatePresidentPro Tem
Mike Haddon called the football
ticket situation a difficult one, be-
cause generally student tickets wind
up unused. "I really don't know
what to do. You can't establish a
policy that changes all the time. If
the tickets were selling out all the
time, it would be a clearer problem .
.... You can't just change policy for
one football game,"
Acknowledging theargumentthat
student fees pay to support these
activities, Haddonsaid, ~'Ifyou add
it all up, we're getting really cheap
tickets to all the events. We can be
upset, but we've got to come up
with abetter alternative rather than
just getting upset."
Full time students pay $48 per
"I! the student section sold
out for every game, we
could clearly demonstrate
a demand fOr tickets. "
semester into the athletic fund and a
$1 per semester theatre arts fee.
Both athletic and theatre depart-
ment representatives voiced frus-
tration with lack of student atten-
dance at events. "Students only
take their full allotment for the Idaho
game," said Richards, "usually we
end up selling the remaining stu-
dent tickets to the public."
"We're writing ticket policy as we
go," said Theatre. Arts Assistant
Professor Phil Atlakson, "It's ruin-
ing us when the students pick up
tickets and then don't go. It's al-
ways going to be a situation where
you're calculating a healthy bal-
ance. We made a mistake with this
24-llOur thing and that was cor-
rected." ,
Buss expressed the intentions of
the theatre departinent as "prima-
rily a service organization to the
university. We try to present the
great plays that you don't see com-
mercially and the commercial ones
as well." ".
Atlakson says the best production
he'd ever seen was Touch the Poet,
presented a few years ago, which
was also the worst attended event
he'd ever seen. "Theatre never
makes money," he said.
Referring to theUIgame, Ath-
letic Director Gene Bleymaier
said, "This only happens once
every two years. We've in-
creased the allotment for stu-
dents; that's what happens when
you have a big game." He and
Richards voiced a desire for more
seating in the stadium.
"If we had an expanded stadium,
students could have more tickets,"
said Richards, speaking about the
possibility of making a bowl-shaped
seating arrangement and enabling a
much larger attendance.
Student guest prices were raised
to $7 for the Nevada-Reno and UI
games because "those are premium
games and we raise the price on
reserve seats'as well. The student
guest ticket is always half the price
of the reserve seat price."
He added, ''This is a good time for
students to be aware -- I think we're
gonna have a good basketball team,
too."
Keiser to Warthen: It's out of our hands
By Lisa Krepel
The University News
"
"
ASBSU Sen. Gretchen Warthen
spoke to the state board of education
about campus safety and sparked
heated discussion between BSU
President John Keiser and representa-
tives of the Idaho Student Coalition
for Safety on Thursday.
Warthen, representing ISCS, made
conunents and proposals to theboard's
personnel and administrative com-
mittee at its meeting this month on the
ISU campus in Pocatello.
Warthen also expressed her dis-
agreement with special fees for safety.
"Safety isn't optional. It shouldn't
be dealt with through student fees."
Warthen said. Warthen asked the board
to apPOint a safety task force to set
secunty standards for all Idaho col-
leges. She also requested that the
committee include student represen-
",.tatives as well as safety experts.
. "Continuity can be a problem with
student members because they gradu-
ate and leave every few years. With
professionals on the committee there
would be continuity," Warthen said.
Warthen also told the board of arally
and march on the capitol in Boise
sponsored by ISCS.
"Gov. Andrus is supporting us. He
wrote aletter stating his concern about
""'1- campus safety and asking that the board
address the issue," Warthen said
Gary Faye, president of the board,
agreed that safety issues should be of
concern.
"The safety of our students and per-
sonnel is of the utmost concern. One
of our primary obligations is to pro-
vide safety on campus." Faye said
Board member Keith S. Hinckley
stressed the importance of including
students in safety discussions.
~> "I can't speak as a university presi-
, <' dent, but I do have children in Idaho
schools," Hinckley said. "We already
have experts on campus safety, and
they're living on campus now."
Elisabeth Zinser, UI president, also
wanted to address security issues.
"We may be able to take a lead role
nationally in this area with a statewide
plan," Zinser said. .
ISU President Richard Bowen said
his campus has seen 'an increase in rape
reports, most likely due to more admin-
istrative response and support.
"I'm struck by the reasonableness of
this request. Having a safety expert is a
reasonable idea," Bowen said.
Casey Swendig, astudentsenatorfrom
ISU,joined Warthen as arepresentative
ofISCS.
"I think the most important thing is
that the administrations show interest
in addressing this problem and helping
victims:' Swendig said.
Swendig pointed out that Boise city
had one of the highest increases in
percentage of reported rapes last year in
By Diane MacEachern
Special to the University News
New Books to Look For
LivingPlanet Press is a new trade-
paperback publisher that special-
izes in enviromnental and animal-
rights issues. Its slim volwnes
offer readers low prices, inviting
graphics and an easy-to-read pre-
sentation of complex topics. All
Living Planet titles are printed on
recycled paper.
The Press' first two titles are ap-
pearing in bookstores this fall. The
the United States.
The conunittee responded to the ISCS
requests by instructing the committee
on student services to include safety
guidelines in its review of overall
campus services. Student body presi-
dents sit as members of the student
services committee and will be asked to
provide student input.
Following the presentation Keiser
approached Warthen and Swendig and
an intense exchange ensued.
According to Swendig and Warthen.
Keiserdisputedstatistics they cited from
Associated Press reports, They also said
Keiser told them. "the administration
can't do anything about date rape. It's
out of our hands."
When Swendig said he knew three
BSU students who had been sexually
assaulted, Keiser refused to deal With
. the information unless Swendig sup-
plied the names of the victims. .
Animal Rights Handbook ($4.95)
focuses on different lifestyles that
affect animal welfare-how we eat
and dress, the household products
we buy and how we educate and
entertain our children. Each chap-
ter offers background information
about specific areas of animal ex-
ploitation.
The Handbook also gives advice
on how individuals can use their
pocketbooks as weapons against
animal exploitation, such as buy-
ing synthetic rather than animal-
derived clothing and personal-care
products that have not been tested
on animals. Every chapter ends
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STD Cont'd from F.ront .
10 percent of men and 80 percent of women experience no symptoms at
all. "A lot of people are running around with no symptoms," said Davis.
The following symptoms indicate the possible presence of gonorrhea or
chlamydia. For men, these may include: .
• Pain or burning sensation while urinating.
• Watery or milky discharge at first, may become thicker; pus.
• Swelling of lymph nodes in the groin.
These symptoms may only appear early in the day and go away. Again,
the departure of symptoms does not mean the disease is gone.
For women, symptoms may include:
• Itching and burning in genitals.
• Vaginal discharge.
• Dull pelvic pain.
• Bleeding between menstrual periods.
• Bwning sensation while urinating.
Davis urges anyone with these symptoms to be tested. Both the Central
District Health Department and the BSU Student Health Center perform
. this service. Most students go to CentraIDistrictHealth for VD testing and
treatment, according to the receptionist at theStudent Health Center. The
BSU Student Health Center claimed no knowledge of STDs occurring
among students, or whether an increase existed. .
A person testing positive for gonorrhea may also have chlamydia and
should be tested for both, since the diseases require different medicines.
"We have altematives to treatment « pills or injections, depending on the
situation and the patient," says Davis. .
Sexual partners need to be notified, and since a certain amount of
embarrassment may exist, the Central District Health personnel will notify
them for the infected person and keep his/her name confidential. "We do
the best we can to work with the patient; most of them are pretty
cooperative in notifying partners," said Davis.
On the prevention side, she recommends knowing your partner and
having as few sexual partners as possible. Having one faithful partner is
the ideal: With each additional sexual partner, the riskofSTDs multiplies.
The use of condoms and spermicides is helpful, but is no guarantee.
with a list of resources offering
more information. Names and
addresses of animal-rights organi-
zations and companies that offer
compassionate products are also
sprinkled throughout the book.
By joining the American Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, youcan receive a copy of
the book for free.
The Rainforest Book details the
neglect and destruction of
America's own rainforests in Ha-
waii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
lands and American Samoa. It
offers a concise, compelling guide
to the ecology of rainforests, why
, they're important and how they're
being destroyed. The book also
suggests specific actions to save
American rainforests.
The book is being published in
conjunction with the Natural Re-
sources Defense Council, which
has launched a "Rescue the
Rainforest" campaign to preserve
what'sleftofU.S. rainforests. By
joining NRDC with a contribu-
tion of $1 0 or more, the organiza-
tion will plant a koa tree in an
endangered Hawaiian rainforest.
You can become a NRDC mem-
ber bycalling 1-8~,327-l400.
